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Chapter 1 Introduction
The topic of this thesis is the design, fabrication, and testing
of a CMOS operational Amplifier. This Operational Amplifier was
first realized as a class design project for Advanced Analog IC
design. Specifications for the device performance were determined
by Dr. Fuller and Edward Sayre to enable the op-amp to be
incorporated into a larger more complex design. The specifications
of the operational amplifier were made to enable design integration
into an amplifier which would operate in the audio frequency range.
The main constraints placed on the design of the op-amp were low
power consumption and a relatively moderate gain.
The following four chapters will discuss the design of the
operational amplifier, (chapters 2 and 3), the fabrication of the op-
amp, (chapter 4), and the testing of the op-amp, (chapter 5). Chapter
2 will deal with the initial design approach deriving pertinent
equations for the different modes of operation of the individual
stages of the op-amp. The design approach of the operational
amplifier divides the op-amp into its components enabling the
circuit derivation to be easily simplified into a manageable solution.
The equations derived in chapter 2 for the different modes of
operation of each stage, differential pair and output stage, will be
presented in both small signal parameters as well as process and
device parameters. Large and small signal analysis will be
performed on the op-amp to insure compliance with the
specifications also to determine the robustness of the design.
The frequency analysis of the operational amplifier will prove
that the system can be represented as a first order system. The
parasitic capacitors of the differential and output stages dictate
the frequency response of the devices without any compensation
capacitances. Chapter 2 will demonstrate that for a compensated
system the singularities introduced by the parasitic capacitors can
be ignored enabling us to model it as a first order system. The
derivation of each stage's frequency transfer function will be able
to be utilized to determine the full transfer function of the
operational amplifier, in chapter 3, since it is a linear system.
Chapter 3 will integrate the individual sections of the op-amp,
discussed in chapter 2, into the whole CMOS operational amplifier.
The investigations of the various modes of operation derived in
chapter 2 for the particular stages of the amplifier are completed to
a final system level which will describe the operation and
performance of the op-amp system. A compensation scheme will be
implemented to achieve the desired frequency response for the
system. The frequency response of the uncompensated operational
amplifier will be compared to the compensated system. Thus
demonstrating the need of compensation.
In Chapter 3 the actual device sizes will be determine from
the performance specifications along with the process parameters.
These value are substituted into the equations derived in chapter 2
and previously in chapter 3. Simulation's of the op-amp are
performed using the S.P.I.C.E simulation tool. Both the large signal,
DC, and small signal, AC, parameters will be evaluated. The models
used in the simulation are either extracted from process
simulations, expected process data, or researched values. The
simulations of the large signal behavior of the op-amp will
demonstrate the ability of the design to meet the DC performance
criteria. The AC data will show that the operational amplifier can
be modeled as a first order system over the frequencies of
operation. The frequency response of the the op-amp will be
evaluated to determine the robustness of the system for closed loop
applications from the open loop characteristics.
The layout of the CMOS operational amplifier is the final
section of chapter 3. The CMOS op-amp is layed out for a Pwell
CMOS process with both the VAX resident Integrated Circuit Editor,
I.C.E., and with Chipgraph, on the Apollo workstations, written by
Mentor Graphics. The operational amplifier is to be layed out as a
whole circuit except for the compensation capacitor due to area
constraints of the device die size. The individual stages making up
the op-amp will also be layed out to allow the investigation into
effects or design particularities that my be isolated to one of the
stages.
Chapter 4 will discuss the Pwell CMOS fabrication process
chosen to construct the CMOS operational amplifier. The CMOS
process developed at Rochester Institute of Technology was modeled
after the Berkeley 3u.m Pwell CMOS process developed at the
University of California, Berkeley. The RIT process modifies the
Berkeley process to suit the manufacturing facilities of the
Microelectronic Engineering fabrication laboratory. A description of
the pertinent processing steps along with the processing
difficulties and modifications experienced are include in chapter 4.
The impact of any processing errors or problems on the performance
of the devices created is important in the development of a process
and are addressed in this chapter. Finally the end process results of
the first complete polysilicon gate Pwell CMOS process will be
summarized.
Chapter 5 will discuss the testability of the CMOS operational
amplifier and the integration of the op-amp into some typical
elementary applications. The testability of any analog circuit
encompasses two regions of operation and the performance in both
is crucial to the determination of the functionality of the device.
Chapter 5 will discuss the methods of test for both the DC and AC
behavior of the op-amp. The testability approach of the operational
amplifier will be to first test the DC behavior then the AC region of
operation. This scheme reduces the time for testing thus increasing
the throughput.
The second section of chapter 5 will concern itself with the
integration of the CMOS operational amplifier into some typical
amplifier designs. The particular circuits will be used to
demonstrate the ability for the op-amp to be used in a closed loop
system and thus can be used as a final method of test for the
functionality of a device. The circuits that will be designed are a
unity gain amplifier, and amplifier with gain of 100, an integrator
amplifier, and a differentiator amplifier. All of these are commonly
used in signal processing applications thus testing the operational
amplifier in actual applications.
Chapter 2 Design Derivation
2.0 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the method of design and division of
the CMOS operational amplifier into its components or stages. The
stages of the op-amp are the differential amplifier, the output stage
and the bias stage. A significant amount of the behavior of an op-
amp is introduced by the differential amplifier stage, and so the
various regions of operation of the dif-amp will be derived. The
frequency responses of both the dif-amp and the output stage will be
derived which will prove the CMOS operational amplifier can be
modeled as a first order linear system. The circuit configuration of
the bias stage of the op-amp will be derived to yield the appropriate
voltage and current levels. This chapter will concern itself with the
derivation of the components and their behavior as individual
circuits so the complete operational amplifier be evaluated in the
following chapter.
2.1 Differential Amplifier
The differential Amplifier is the input device of the CMOS
operational Amplifier. It has two inputs which are used for the
differential input pair and a single output referred to as a single
sided output. Ideally the differential amplifier will only amplify the
difference between the inputs and not the common component of the
two signals. The two types of gain of the differential amplifier are
the Common mode and Differential mode voltage gains. Ideally the
common mode gain is zero and the differential mode gain is infinite.
2.1.1 Large Signal Analysis
The performance parameters of the operational Amplifier are
directly related to those of the differential amplifier. Some of the
criteria for performance of the dif-amp are the Frequency response
for both the differential and common modes of operation, Common
Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR), Common Mode Range (CMR), Input
Offset Voltage, and the Output Voltage Range. These are easily
upgraded to the performance criteria of the op-amp since the
following stage after the dif-amp is the output gain stage. The
CMRR is a ratio between the differential gain and the common mode
gain, shown in equation 1.
CMRR = -^111 eq. (2.1)Avcm '
The CMR is the range over which the inputs can vary in the common
mode and output the proper differential gain. The ideal common
mode range is found to be the full swing of the input voltage which
is typically close to the power supply voltages. The input offset
voltage is simply the voltage at the output, of either the differential
amplifier or op-amp, when both inputs are grounded to zero (0) volts.
The cause of a divergence of the output from zero is due to the
mismatches in the differential pair, further explanation of this
phenomena is discussed later in this chapter. Ideally the Input
offset voltage, of the op-amp and dif-amp, is zero (0) since ideally
the two legs of the differential pair are identical but, typically the
offset is in the millivolt range.
The general differential amplifier structure consists of a
current source, a differential pair input and a current mirror./, A
schematic of this structure can be seen in figure 2.1 below.
Vdd
M3_ I 1 _ M4
H
Vin-
M1 M2
.X. M5 | |
H
Vgg
i
Vss
T
Vout
+
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Figure 2.1 (Dif-amp with N channel Input)
The CMOS differential amplifier shown above consists of two N
channel or NMOS input transistors, M1 and M2, a P channel or PMOS,
current mirror, M3 and M4, and an NMOS current source M5. The
current source will supply a DC bias current Iss require by each side
of the differential amplifier and is applied at the sources of the N
8channel input devices. The drains of M1 and M2 are connected to M3
and M4, respectively, which make up the current mirror. This
current mirror is the source of many of the non-ideal behavior of the
dif-amp structure. The single sided output is at the node between
transistors M2 and M4. Figure 2.1 is used for the preliminary
expressions and circuit derivations of the large and small signal
models.
For this first order large signal evaluation of the behavior of
the CMOS differential Amplifier we will assume the the branches of
the dif-amp are symmetric. From this assumption it can be seen
that the drain to source current through M3 will be mirrored in M4.
The current in M3 is controlled by the drain current through M1
which is related to the input voltage of M1. The current through M4,
ids4, will also be the same as ids3=idsi. If Vin+=Vin- then Vgsi=Vgs2 and
the current ids2 will be equivalent to the current through M1, idsi.
This condition is strictly in the common mode range of operation of
the dif-amp and thus for the whole operational amplifier.
Now, if the gate voltages applied to M1 and M2 are not
equivalent the large signal behavior changes for differing conditions.
If the gate voltage, Vgsi, on M1 increases and becomes larger than
Vgs2 then the current through M1, idsi, will be proportionally larger
than the current ids2, through M2. The sum of the current through M1
and M2 are equivalent to Iss by Kirchhoff's current law. Since idsi
increases so must ids3 but this current is matched in ids4 but ids2
decreases due to the reduced gate voltage on M2. By Kirchhoff's
current law, the current at any node sums to zero, the output shows
the difference in the current between ids2 and ids4. This current
equations (2.2) and (3) are written at the drain of M5;
ids2= -idsi + Iss eq. (2.2)
ids4= ids3 = idsi eq. (2.3)
Therefore the current flowing out of the output is;
iout= 2idsi - Iss eq. (2.4)
For the case where Vgs2 is larger than the gate voltage Vgsi the
current will be in the opposite direction at the output node. The
magnitude of the current will be that shown in equation (4). The
value for iout under this condition will yield a negative value which
is due to the nomenclature of the current directions.
2.1.2 Small Signal Analysis
The small signal model that is used to calculate the small
signal behavior of the dif-amp is shown in figure 2.2. The complete
small signal model shown below is simplified for the first order
analysis of this section. Figure 2.2 does not include all of the
parasitics and small signal parameters that would greatly
complicate the hand calculations of this section. The purpose of a
simplified small signal model is to show the gross behavior of the
10
differential amplifier circuit. The dominant parameters are shown,
in figure 2.2, to be the channel conductances, gds , and
transconductances, gm.
gdsl gds2
o
+
Vin+ Vin- gmlVgsl C 9 gm2Vgs2 gdS4 vut
Figure 2.2 (Differential Amplifier Small Signal Model)
The small signal parameters are related to the device parameters in
equations 2.5 through 2.8. The assumption which must be made is all
of the transistor devices are in the saturated or non-linear region of
operation.
9ids
gmi = gm2 = 8vgs
w
2K'-r-|id| eq. (2.5)
Bids . ...
gdsi = gds2 =^-^
= ids (a.) eq. (2.6)
gm3 = gm4 =
3ids
3vgs
w
2K'r|id| eq. (2.7)
3ids
gds3 = gds4 = ^-^= id (X) eq. (2.8)
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At this point we must break up the derivation of the small
signal into two sections, the differential mode of operation, and the
other section for the common mode region of operation.
2.1.3 Differential Mode
The differential mode of operation for the differential
amplifier assumes that the two legs of the dif-amp are symmetric.
This assumption ignores the major components which can contribute
to the common mode gain. The differential mode gain of the
differential amplifier will be calculated as;
Vout
Adv = -r^- eq. (2.9)
where Vid is defined as the difference between the input voltages,
Vid = Vim - Vin2 eq. (2.10)
We will define that the inputs are equal and opposite in magnitude
which will lead us to the derivation of a purely differential mode
gain. This definition leads to the determination that the current, id2,
through M2 is equal and opposite to the current, idi, through M1.
Now, if we sum the currents into the current source conductance go,
it can be seen that the a virtual ground occurs at V1, refer to figure
2.2. The current through go has a net magnitude of zero thus
12
allowing us to let the transconductance approach infinity or the
resistance approach a short circuit. The simplified small signal
differential model is shown in figure 2.3.
0+ vid -o
+
Vgs1
gds4 Vout
Figure 2.3 ( Simplified Differential mode model )
From figure 2.3 we can derive the first order equation for the
differential mode voltage gain, AdV Summing the currents at nodes
1 and 2 gives;
Vl(gm3 + gdsl) = gm1 Vgsi eq. (2.11)
Vout(gds2 + gds4) + Vigm3 = gm2Vgs2 eq. (2.12)
Solving equation 2.11 for Vi and substituting into equation 2.12
results in equation 2.13 and is further simplified to equation 2.14.
Vout(gds2 + gds4) +
f
gmigm3 >
(gm3 + gdsi),
Vgsi = gm2Vgs2 eq. (2.13)
Now, simplifying
voll, =
f
gmigm3 >
Jgm3 + gdsi)
Vgsi + gm2Vgs2
(gds2 + gds4)
eq. (2.14)
We previously defined that both legs of the differential pair be
symmetric thus allowing us to equate the conductances of like
devices. Since the input pair are both N channel and symmetric;
and,
gds2 = gdsi = gdsn
gm2 gm1=- gmn
eq. (2.15)
eq. (2.16)
Similarly, the P channel devices in the current mirror are again the
same size, thus we can also define;
gds3 = gds4 = gdsp eq. (2.17)
gm3 = gm4 = gmp eq. (2.18)
Substituting these definitions, eq. 2.15 - 2.18, into equation 2.14
and simplifying gives eq. 2.19
Vout =
f gmngmp
^
(gmp + gdsn)
Vgsi + gmnVgs2
(gdsn + gdsp)
eq. (2.19)
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To further reduce equation 2.19 the assumption that gmp gdsn,
which it typically is, can be introduced. From the simplified small
signal differential pair model, figure 2.3, it can be defined that Vini
= Vgsi and Vin2= Vgs2 and by the definition of the differential input
Vid = Vim- Vin2 . Now if we substitute these identities and
assumptions into equation 2.19 it will yield the first order small
signal differential voltage gain shown in equation 2.20.
Avd =
Vout
Vid (gdsn + gdsp)
gmn
eq. (2.20)
As can be seen the differential gain is written in terms of
conductances but for design purposes we can write the gain in terms
of device sizes and process parameters. Substituting equations 2.5
through 2.8 appropriately equation 2.20 can be rewritten to get a
relation between the device parameters and the differential gain.
Avd =
(X.p +X,n)
K'nWn
Iss Ln
eq. (2.21)
where, K'n
U.0 o Srox
tox
2.1.4 Common Mode
The differential amplifier is ideally intended to amplify the
difference between the signals applied at the inputs. The output of
the dif-amp is the input difference amplified by some gain. For
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every differential signal there is a common mode component, ie. the
carrier signal of an audio signal is in phase for each of the
differential inputs but the information with in the signal is not. For
the ideal differential amplifier the common mode gain is zero and
the differential gain is very large or infinite. The common mode
operation of the ideal dif-amp has equal current flowing through
each leg of the dif-amp for the entire input range. Thus, the output
it
will not change which allows us to state that the common mode gain
is ideally zero.
The ideal case can only be realized for an ideal device,
realistically the common mode gain is not zero but has a small none
zero value. The non-ideal behavior is due to the manufacturing
induced asymmetries between the two legs of the dif-amp. These
are seen as geometry mismatches of the input devices, channel
length modulation, threshold voltage offsets, and geometric
mismatches in the current mirror. The geometric mismatches of the
current mirror and input pair are not as prominent for devices with
lengths 10jim and larger. This is the case for the differential
amplifier section of the CMOS operational amplifier. The two other
nonuniformities, channel length modulation (X), and threshold
voltage offset AVtcan be predicted by the actual measurement and
statistical analysis of these parameters. Both parameters are
extremely dependant on the process and layout of the circuit. To
accurately predict the effects of these parameter values would be
beyond the scope of a first order approximation, except to say that
the threshold voltage will effect the common mode gain with the
16
most impact since it has the highest variability across a single
wafer.
The small signal model of the common mode gain can still be
attained in spite of the lack of parameter extraction. The small
signal model for the common mode is identical to the differential
mode case except in can not exclude the conductance of the current
source go . The common mode small signal model can be seen below
in figure 2.4
o Vic o
Vin1 Vin2
gdsi gds2
gmlVgsl C 9 om2Vas2 < llg g Vout
Figure 2.4 (Common Mode small signal model)
By nodal analysis at V1, V2, and Vout three simultaneous
equations can be written.
Vigdsl - V2(gds1 + gm3) = Vgsigml eq. (2.22)
Vl(gds1 + gds2 + go) - V2gds1 = Vgsigml + Vgs2gm2 + Voutgds2 eq. (2.23)
Vigds2 - V2gm3 = Vgs2gm2 + Vout(gds4 + gds2) eq.(2.24)
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Since the devices of the differential amplifier are "symmetric" the
N-type devices, M1 and M2 will have parameters;
gmi = gm2 = gmn eq. (2.25)
gdsi = gds2 = gdsn eq. (2.26)
And similarly for the P-type devices;
gm3 = gmp eq. (2.27)
gds4=gdsp eq. (2.28)
Also substituting for the voltage Vi in figure 2.4 from the DC circuit
in figure 2.1.
Vgsi = Vim - Vi eq. (2.29)
Vgs2 = Vin2 - Vi eq. (2.30)
Substituting the simplifications from equation 2.25 through 2.30
into equations 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24 yields equations 2.31, 2.32, and
2.33.
Vl(gdsn + gmn)- V2(gdsn + gmp) = Vinigmn eq. (2.31)
Vl(2gdsn + 2gdsn + go) - V2gdsn = (Vin1 + Vin2)gmn + Voutgdsn eq. (2.32)
Vigdsn - V2gmp = Vin2gmn + Vout(gdsp + gdsn) eq. (2.33)
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Solving equations 2.31-2.34 for an expression relating Vout to the
input voltages, Vim and Vin2, gives:
. . Qmngmp-
=
ID [2(g<-sn+grnn)(Vin1-Vin2) +
go[Vim - f9^1+ lVin2] eq.(2.35)^gmn )
where;
D = (gdsn + gmn)[gdspgdsn + 2gmp(gdsp + gdsn)] + go(gdsn + gmp) (gdsp + gdsn)
The general expression for Vout in terms of the conductances and
input voltages can be simplified for the common mode by setting
both inputs Vini and Vin2 to be equivalent. Thus reducing equation
2.35 to equation 2.36
Vout =
' Smn9dsngo
Vine eq. (2.36)
Where Vine is defined as;
Vin1 + Vin2 ,n nn .
Vine = 5 eq. (2.36a)
Which can be simplified even further by the assumption of gmn,gmp
go.gdsp and gdsn.
Av,cm"2gmp(gdsP+gdsn)JT"x eq. (2.37)
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If we relate the common mode voltage gain equation to the device
process parameters defined in equations 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8. The
result is equation 2.38
Av.cm =
(A.p+An)
A,pA,n flssLp ^1
K'pWp
eq. (2.38)
Typically the common mode voltage gain is small, close to zero,
which can be demonstrated by equation 2.38. Since the product of
the X's is much less than one and then divided by a relatively large
number, the sum of the channel length modulations, the result will
be small. The effect of the second term does not contribute
significantly to the magnitude of the gain. This supports the ideal
case where the common mode voltage gain is assumed to be
neglectable or zero.
2.1.5 Frequency Response
The Frequency of the Operational Amplifier can be determined
by calculating the product of the frequency response of each stage of
the op-amp. Since the op-amp is modeled as a linear system this
statement will hold its validity. The dominant and secondary poles
of the op-amp along with a method of frequency compensation
needed can be determined during this section. The capacitive
components of a MOS device which determine the frequency response
are the parasitic capacitors between the gate and the source, the
drain and bulk, and the bulk and source and drain regions.
20
If the parasitics of the MOSFET small signal model are
included into the model of the differential amplifier including any
compensation capacitance on the output, a relation for the frequency
response as a function of the device parameters can be determined.
The model with parasitic capacitors can be seen in figure 2.5
Vgs1 Vout
Figure 2.5 (dif-amp small signal model with parasitic capacitors)
Capacitor C1 consists Of Cgd1, Cgb1, Cgs1, Cgb3, Cgs4, Cbd1, Cbd3, Cgs3
and Cgs4, capacitor C2 consists Of Cbd2, Cbd4, Cgd2, Cgb2, Cgs2, Cbd2 and
the compensation capacitor Cc and lastly C3 is Cgd4. The load
capacitor includes the parasitic capacitances of the input of the
next stage and the compensation capacitance seen by the
differential amplifier output. Interconnect capacitance of the
layout are not considered in this derivation. Also in order to
simplify this derivation we will allow capacitor C3 to be ignored
since it is of a relatively small magnitude. The voltage transfer
function of the differential amplifier is written as;
21
Vout(S) -
gdsn+gdsp
gmp
[sC1^gdsnV-1(S'-V--'S
C02
(5S52)
eq- (2-39)
u ~ gdsn + gdsp
where, 2=-** * eq. (2.40)
Equation 39 can be further simplified by the determination of
the locations of the singularities of the function, specifically the
poles. If we assume that the pole introduced from C1 is further from
the Y axis in the s-plane than the pole from C2 or more simply;
gmp gdsn + gdsp
C1
>>
C2
eq. (2.41)
Then revising the frequency response of the differential amplifier;
gmn C02
v"-<s> - gd- + 9dsP
[v-' <s> - v-2<s>] rrsi eq- (242)
by the identity, Vid = Vim-Vin2, Vgsi and Vgs2 and substitution of
equation 2.20 we can simplify further, giving;
AVd(s) - Avd
(02
S + (0 2
eq. (2.43)
To confirm the assumption in equation 2.41 the location of the poles
must be determined as stated earlier. To properly determine
whether we can ignore the pole introduced by C1 we must insure
that the pole location be three (3) octaves larger than the pole from
C2. This is a standard approximation method used to model an nth
22
order system by its dominant pole giving a first order solution. The
validity of the assumption can be determined by using device
parameters of the actual designed differential amplifier.
Initially we must regress to the point at which we
implemented the small signal model for the differential amplifier
with parasitic capacitors. The capacitors C1 and C2 in figure 2.5
are made up of the series and parallel combinations of the parasitic
capacitors seen by the inputs to each leg of the dif-amp. If we
examine the full small signal model for the dif-amp, an expression
for each capacitor can be reached in terms of the parasitics.
_ Cgdl(Cgb1 + Cgsl)C1 - Cgd1 + Cgsl + Cgb! + Cdb1 + Csb3 + C9S3 + Cdb3 + C9s4 eq- (244)
C2 -C^ffiC^M + Cdb" + CdM + CC + CL eq' (245)
Where Cc is equivalent to the compensation capacitance, and Cl is
the parasitic capacitances of the following stage's input. Typically
the parasitic capacitors are in the pico Farad range. The capacitance
C2 will be dominated by the compensation capacitance Cc, since it is
much greater than the parasitics, as can be seen by inspection of
equation 2.45. To compare C2 and C1 we must determine the
magnitudes of each of the parasitic capacitors by equations 2.46 and
2.47.
o 8rox Area
Cgb = : Cgd = Cgs eq. (2.46)3 10 X
23
Cdb = Area
o rox q
x
(Na + ND)
2<Vbi " Va> NaNd .
1
2 = Csb eq. (2.47)
where Na and Nd are relative to the type of devices we are looking at
for each capacitor.
Returning to the confirmation of the assumption we made
earlier. The determination of each of the pole locations of equation
2.41, to give equations 2.42 and 2.43, must be made. We will call
the first singularity or pole coi = ~^ and the second pole
(gdsn + gdsp)
032 =
C2 " ^0W '* we use aPProx'mate values for the
process parameters, device sizes, and biasing we can get a first
order approximation suitable to prove our assumption.
(01 = 42.5164 GHz (02 = 1.68095 GHz
Note : These values are determined by estimates of the
approximate sizes and process dependencies of the devices. A
numerical proof of the pole values can be made once the complete
op-amp and process have been designed.
By inspection it is obvious that the pole W2 is Four (4) decades
larger than that of W2 . Therefore the assumption made in equation
4 is valid for the dominant pole approximation.
24
2.2 Output Stage
The Output stage of the operational amplifier is an inverter
stage with an active-resistor load . Only one stage is used for the
output buffer gain stage, which will result in a relatively large
output resistance. A second inverter or buffer can be placed after
the first output stage to improve the output impedance in addition to
increasing the output voltage swing. For simplicity purposes a
single output stage was chosen and is shown in figure 2.6.
H
Vdd
td
Vin
4
Vgg
1 Vss
O
+
Vout
i
Figure 2.6 (Output stage of operational amplifier)
The supply voltages Vdd and Vss are equal and opposite in magnitude
as throughout the whole op-amp. The bias voltage Vgg is used to bias
M2, the current source, to set the operating point of the output. The
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current is related to the gain of the device as will be seen in the
small signal model gain.
2.2.1 Small signal analysis
The small signal model of the output inverter with current
source load is relatively simplistic. The implementation and
simplifications of the model result in a schematic shown in figure
2.7. As can be seen in figure 2.7 there is only one dependent current
source in the model as a result of the P-type device, M1. The current
source, M2, is assumed to have a constant bias voltage thus the gate
to source voltage is also assumed constant. The dependent current
source provided in the small signal model of M2 is dependent upon
gmn and Vgs2 which are both dependent on Vgg, the bias voltage.
did
gmn =
av^I
eq- (2-48)
But the voltage Vgg is a DC voltage which for the small signal is
assumed to be ground, thus we can ignore this dependent current
source.
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gmpVgs
VoutVgs \?/ gdsp^ gdsn
Figure 2.7 (Small Signal Model of output stage)
By writing the equation at point 1, a relation between the
output voltage and the gate to source voltage can be realized,
equation 2.49.
Vgsigmp + Vout(gdsp + gdsn) = 0 eq. (2.49)
Now, substituting equation 2.50 into equation 2.49 gives equation
2.51, the small signal gain of the output stage.
Vin=Vgsi (For the small signal case only) eq. (2.50)
Substituting;
- Qm pAv=-~Tr-
eq. 2.51)gdsp + gdsn ^ v '
Each of the conductances of equation 2.51 is related to the device
parameters by the equations 2.5 - 2.8 defined previously in this
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chapter. Rewriting equation 2.51 in terms of the device parameters
reveals equation 2.52.
Av =
1
Xn + Xp |_ 'D Lp .
2K'pWP
eq. (2.52)
From equation 2.52 the dependency of the small signal gain upon the
current Id is proportional to the inverse square root to the current
from source, M2. The current is therefore proportional to the large
signal bias voltage Vgg.
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2.2.2 Frequency Response
The frequency response of the output inverter stage is a
relatively simple derivation for the first order response. Initially
the parasitic capacitors must be identified and integrated into the
small signal model. Figure 2.8 shows the parasitic capacitances as
they would appear in the large signal model. Figure 2.9 shows the
small signal model of the output inverter with the lump parasitic
capacitor, Ci_eq.
Vdd
Cgs1
Vin <*2!
-r Cdg2
Vgg
1
Cgs2
M1
Cbd1
M2
KCbd2
^r -i
o
CI +
r Vout
JL
Vss
Figure 2.8 (Output Inverter stage with parasitic capacitances)
Vgs
gmpVgs ^ c
gds ^ Vout
Figure 2.9 (Output stage small signal model of figure 2.8)
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The capacitor, C, represents the simplification of the parasitic and
load capacitances, elaborated in equation 2.53.
c -??&%&, * c*" + <*> *^ c- eq<2-53
gds = gdsi + gds2 or gds = gdsn + gdsp eq. (2.54)
The analysis of figure 2.9 to obtain a transfer function of the output
stage can be accomplished by inspection. The transfer function is;
A-<S>=7^-S^ *q-<2.55)
which will have a single pole at;
Pole @ S =^r eq. (2.56)
The above equations are all in terms of the parasitic and
small signal parameters which can be related to the device and
process parameters so an estimation of the frequency response can
be performed. Chapter 3 will define the full op-amp frequency
response from this along with the actual device dimensions which
will allow us to estimate the frequency response of the system.
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2.4 Voltage Bias Circuitry
The components of the CMOS operational Amplifier require
particular bias voltages other than that of the power supply
voltages. The bias voltage is used for the DC current sources in the
differential amplifier and output stages of the op-amp. The bias
voltage is created with a voltage divider chain of active load
transistors. A bias structure of diffused or polysilicon resistors
instead of active load devices is also suitable, if area is not crucial.
The use of transistors for resistive loads will reduce the area for
the same size resistor but nonlinearities are introduced due to the
transistor effects. For some applications, such as ours, the
divergence from this linear resistive behavior can be acceptable for
the sake of area.
The design of the active load voltage divider chain can be done
with two devices, as can be seen in figure 2.10, one P-type and the
other N-type. The DC current sources of the op-amp are in a current
mirror configuration with the bias structure shown in figure 2.11.
The different currents for the differential and output stages are
created by varying the device sizing to suit the requirements of that
stage. The transistors of the active load voltage divider circuit are
always in the saturation region of operation due to the circuit
configuration. Connecting the gate and drain of the transistors
forces the gate to source voltage and drain to source voltage to be
equivalent. By the use of two devices to divide the power supply
voltages down to the required voltage, one or both of the active
loads can become rather large in area. To combat this problem a
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short derivation can be made to show that the aspect ratio of a
single device is much larger than that of multiple devices.
Vdd
M2 i
H
uil
Ml I
-O
+
Vgg
Vss V
Figure 2.10 (active load voltage bias)
For figure 2.10 a current of Iss = 1.5 u.A is required, with
power supply voltages Vdd = 6 volts, Vss = -6 volts and a suggested
transconductance parameters (in saturation) K'n = 17
jxA/V2
and K'p =
8 nA/V2 what will the W/L ratios for each device be? By the
saturation equation for a MOS transistor,
ld =
K'nW
2L
[Vgs - Vt]J eq. (2.58)
and the fact that the current Id through, and voltage across each
device are equivalent, the width to length ratio of M1 is 1/17 and
1/8 for M2. Therefore the total active area needed for this device is
25 square units. Now, if a chain of active loads are used instead of a
single device, figure 2.11, under the same constraints, the aspect
ratios will be different.
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Figure 2.11 (Active load voltage bias)
The output voltage of the bias chain is 0 volts, thus 2.5 volts is
dropped across each gate to source for both the N and P type devices.
For the same K' values and using equation 2.58 the width and length
are 64/153 respectively for M2 and 8/9 for M1. Calculating the
aspect ration of the devices for a width of one unit yields a total of
7.03 square units used for the active areas of these devices. This
demonstrates the previous statement which dictates that a single
active load device will occupy more area, thus a larger aspect ratio,
then a chain of active loads to create the same output voltage and
current.
Returning to the bias structure used for the CMOS operational
amplifier. Unlike the example/derivation above the bias voltage
needed for the op-amp is a negative voltage within 2 volts of Vss (-
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6 Volts). A circuit configuration, seen in figure 2.12, which has a
single N-type device and Four(4) P-type devices is chosen for the
initial hand calculations.
M5 i
D
Vdd
M4 a
M3 .
Q
3
M2 i
Ml
Vss
-o
+
Vgg
1
Figure 2.12 (Bias circuit for op-amp)
The device sizes will be determined in chapter 3 through hand
calculations then checked by computer simulations for the
calculated bias voltage, Vgg.
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Chapter 3 Design Realization
3.0 Introduction
In the previous chapter we defined the three stages of the
CMOS operational amplifier and pertinent operating equations for
each. In this chapter the pieces of the op-amp will be integrated and
the whole response of the operational amplifier will be derived.
This method of analysis is valid for the op-amp since it is modeled
as a linear first order system as proved in chapter 2.
In addition to the determination of the equations describing
the behavior of the amplifier, the device sizes will be determined
from the specifications of performance and process parameters.
Once the device geometries are determined simulations of the DC
and AC responses will be performed using the S.P.I.C.E. circuit
simulation tool. The device dimensions will be modified to achieve
the operating parameters for the operational amplifier which match
those set in the specification. The proof of the fact that the op-amp
is a first order system will again be supported with the simulations
of the open loop frequency responses.
3.1 Small Signal Gain
A representation of the operational amplifier in block form is
shown in figure 3.1 below. Since the design of the op-amp is a two
stage design, the analysis of the whole system is easily attained
once the individual responses of each stage are defined.
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Differential input
stage; Av.dm Av.cm
Output Gain
Stage; Av
Vout
Figure 3.1 (Operational Amplifier stage representation)
The differential mode voltage gain of the op-amp can be calculated
by multiplying the voltage gain of the output stage by the
differential voltage gain of the dif-amp stage. Using equations 2.21
and 2.52 of chapter 2 an expression for the entire voltage gains and
frequency responses of the op-amp can be written. The differential
voltage gain is
Av.dm =
-gmn gmpo
(gdsn + gdsp)(gdsno + gdspo) eq.(3.1)
substituting equations 5 through 8 from chapter 2 gives
Av.dm =
2 gmn gmpo
lsslo(X,n + Xp)'
eq.(3.2)
where; gm =
W U
2K'
-r-|ld|Jt
The conductances gmn and gmp are relative to the widths and lengths
of the devices they represent. The conductance of the P-type device
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is for the PMOS device in the output stage and the conductance of the
N-channel device is that of the input device in the differential pair.
The two currents in equation 3.1 are lss of the differential stage and
l0 of the output stage. These currents are created by the current
mirror bias structure discussed in section 2.4.
The common mode voltage gain of the operational amplifier is
calculated in the same manner as the differential gain. The common
mode gain is the product of equations 2.38 and 2.52 in chapter 2.
Av.cm =
go gdsn gmpo
2gmp(gdsn + gdsp)(gdsno + gdspo)
eq.(3.3)
Substituting equations 2.5-8 again gives;
Av.cm =
2XnXp
(Xn + Xp)''
IssLpK'poWpo
K'pWploLpo
_
eq.(3.4)
Where l0 and K'op are parameters of the P-channel device in the
output stage. The channel length modulation parameter X is constant
for the various devices in the op-amp and will be assumed to be
independent of size for the first order analysis.
The common mode rejection ratio, CMRR, is a ratio describing
the ability of the amplifier to discriminate between the common and
differential modes. For most applications the common mode
component of the output response is not desired and will appear as
an error in the output signal. The goal for most amplifier designs is
to maximize the CMRR which will minimize the common mode
component.
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CMRR =
Avdm
wcm
eq.(3.5)
Substituting equations 3.2 and 3.4 into the CMRR gives equation 3.6.
CMRR =
1 2K'nWnK'PWp
IssXnXp L l-n l-n eq.(3.6)
The common mode rejection ratio is ideally infinite, with the
common mode gain ideally zero and the differential gain infinite.
Since amplifier design will attempt to approaches the ideal case the
CMRR is very large, typically in the 1E+6 range. From equation 3.6
the CMRR will be rather large as a result of the product of the
channel length modulation, which is much less than one, in the
denominator. By inspection of equation 3.6 we can see that the
output gain has no effect on the CMRR since it is common to both of
the voltage gains. Therefore the CMRR occurs only as a result of the
differential amplifier stage of the op-amp.
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3.2 Output Resistance
The first order calculation of the output resistance is
relatively simple and can be derived virtually by inspection of the
output stage small signal model.
0
+
Vgs
gmpVgs
-o
+
Vout
Figure 3.2 (Small signal model of output stage)
In Figure 3.2, which has been repeated from chapter 2, if we apply a
1 volt voltage source to the output and calculate the current lout in
terms of the device parameters an expression is obtained, equation
3.7.
lout(S) = gmpVin(S) + Vout(S)(gdsP + gdsn +CS) eq.(3.7)
Now if we let the frequency, (0, approach zero Hertz (Hz), and define
Vout to be 1 Volt, equation 3.7 reduces to equation 3.8
Rout =
1
(gdsp + gdsn) eq.(3.8)
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3.3 Frequency Response and compensation
The frequency response of the operational amplifier will
determine the singularities and zeroes of the system as well as the
system's stability. Once the transfer function of the op-amp is
attained, the gain bandwidth product along with a compensation
scheme can be calculated. The transfer function is derived in the
same manner as the differential and common mode gains in the
previous section. In chapter 2 the small signal models as well >as
expressions for the frequency response of each stage of the
operational amplifier were derived. A simplified version of the AC
model with parasitic components can be seen in figure 3.3.
Vout
Figure 3.3 (op-amp small signal model)
The transfer function of the operational amplifier will determine
the poles and zeroes of the system and express them parametrically.
Writing the current equations for the model of figure 3.3 gives;
flmpo gmn (02
Av(S) = (gdsn + gdsP)(SC + gdso)(S + 2) eq.(3.9)
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. (gdsn + gdsp)
where, (02 * ' and
rs _Cgdp(Cgsp+ Cdbp)C =
(Cgdp + Cgsp + Cdbp)
+ CdP" + CdbP + C9dn+ CL eq(3'1 0)
__ Cgd2(Cgs2 + Cgb2)02 ~
(Cgd2 + Cgs2 + Cgb2)
+ Cdb2 + CdM +C +C ^^-^
gdso = gds6 + gds7 eq . (3 . 1 2)
The poles of the op-amp are located at;
Pi = -(02 eq.(3.13)
P2=I^i
eq.(3.14)
The primary pole of the op-amp is Pi since it contains the
compensation capacitance which is large with respect to the
parasitic capacitors of the transistors. The load capacitance, C|_, is
a small value, typically 0.001 Cl, and thus the compensation
capacitor, Cc, will dominate the frequency response for the first
order system.
The gain bandwidth product of the operational amplifier is
calculated by the determination of the unity gain point of the
frequency magnitude response. For the first order calculation pole
P2 will be ignored thus simplifying the calculations. The bandwidth
is simply;
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COc = |f eq.(3.15)
The value of the capacitor C2 is dominated by the compensation
capacitance, Cc, thus allowing equation 3.13 to be rewritten as;
3.4 Device Sizing
COe =^ eq.(3.16)
Now that the majority of parameters used to characterize an
operational amplifier have been derived, the device dimensions can
be defined to optimize as many of the specification of operation for
the op-amp as possible.
3.4.1 Operational Amplifier specification
Differential mode gain Av,dm > 1000
Common mode gain Av.cm* 0
Gain bandwidth product GB>1MHz
Common mode range CMR = 5 volts
Common Mode Rejection Ratio CMRR =
Output Range 5 volts
Power dissipation < 0.96 mW
Power supply voltages 6 volts
Input resistance Rin = > q
output resistance Rout --Ofl
The process parameters which are determined by
specifications and simulation are;
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Gate oxide thickness
Threshold voltages
Channel length modulation
Channel Mobilities
tox = 500A
Vthn = |Vthp| = 1 VOlt
Xn = Xp - 0.02
u.p - 450 cm2/V-sec
u.n = 800 cm2/V-sec
As with the previous sections of this paper the device
dimension definitions will be divided into the two stages of the op-
amp. By dividing the operational amplifier up into two sections the
gains for each section are allocated to be Av.dm = 100 for the
differential amplifier stage and Av = 50 for the output gain stage.
This will yield an overall differential gain of 5000, which is well
within the specifications.
Before the devices are defined the constants K'n and K'p must
be calculated from equations 3.17 and the above process parameters.
K'
=
jio o rox
tox eq.(3.17)
K'n = 5.5224 E-5 AA/2 K'p = 3.10635 E-5 AA/2
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The minimum geometry design rule of the op-amp will be set at 10
u.m for ease of processing and lithography. Using equation 2.21 of
chapter 2 we can define the device sizes for the differential pair.
AVd = (Xp
2 fK'n Wn
+X,n) L'ss L" .
eq. (2.21)
If we let Iss = 20 \iA and apply constants and specified values the
width of the input N-type transistors is found to be;
Wn = 15 urn
To determine the sizes of the P-channel devices in the current
mirror of the dif-amp the CMR must be investigated. Equation 3.18
describes the input common mode range in terms of worst case
threshold voltages, the widths and lengths of the P-type devices M3
and M4 in the current mirror, the supply current (Iss) and supply
voltage (Vss).
f\ss\
Vg3(min) = Vss + 2 + Vtno - |Vtpo| eq.(3.18)
where; I3P =
K'pWp
Vtno = 1 .2 V
Vtpo = -0.8 V
solving for Wp will give a P-type channel width of;
and,
eq.(3.19)
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WP = 20 urn.
Since the two legs of the differential amplifier are symmetric
the dimensions of transistors M1 through M4 have been defined. The
final transistor of the dif-amp, M5, is the the current source for the
differential amplifier, which will supply an Iss current of 20u,A.
The dimensions of M5 can be defined by equation 3.20 which is
simply the saturation equation of an N-channel MOSFET.
I^ =y (Vgs - Vt)2 eq.(3.20)
The supply current Iss is equivalent to the drain to source current Ids,
and Bn is described by equation 3.19 for the N-channel device. If the
width of M5 is solved for with equation 3.20 a relation between the
gate voltage Vgs and the device width can be attained. The gate
voltage of M5 is equivalent to the bias voltage, thus a bias voltage
should be chosen which will yield an appropriate width and an
attainable voltage magnitude that will yield the correct operating
point for the operational amplifier stages. The voltage Vgg needed to
bias the current sourcing transistors will also require that they
supply a 20u.A current. For this design a gate voltage Vgs=-4.4 volts
is defined, giving in the width of M5 to be, Wn = 20 urn. At this point
a schematic of the differential amplifier section will appear as
figure 3.4.
The sensitivity of the current Iss through M5 on the gain of the
differential amplifier is significant. Equation 2.21 shows that Iss is
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inversely related to the differential gain of the dif-amp. The bias
circuitry used to set up the DC currents are the main source of
divergence from the designed bias values. S.P.I.C.E. simulations of
the op-amp will isolate these problems which can then be
compensated by the variance of the device geometries. For future
designs a different method of biasing the current sourcing
transistors should be determined. One such method being a band gap
reference current source.
Vdd
10/20
| L-j | M3 M4 j \^ |
I I I JO/20
M1.
r-\-
Vin-
10/15 10/15 1ft 4
+
Vout
M5| 1
Vgg = -4.4V ' M
-L
~
Vss
0/20
J I Vin+
Figure 3.4 (Differential stage with device dimensions)
The definition of the devices sizes for the output stage is
much like that of the differential amplifier stage. The gain of the
output stage is defined in equation 2.52 in chapter 2 but is repeated
here for convenience;
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(Xp + Xn) L Id LP .
2 eq.(2.52)
The output stage will be designed to a voltage gain of 50 and a bias
current of 20 uA Substituting values into equation 2.52 and solving
for the width of the P-channel device will give;
Wp = 1 5 um
The definition of the current sourcing transistor in the output stage
is identical to the method of solution for the differential amplifier.
Since we previously defined the bias voltage to be, Vgg = -4.4
voltage which will give a gate to source voltage, Vgs = 1.6 volts, the
device size of M7 will be straight forward using equation 3.20.
Wn = 20 um
A schematic of the output stage of the operational amplifier is
shown in figure 3.5 below.
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Figure 3.5 (Output stage with device dimensions)
The final stage of the operational amplifier which requires
device geometry definition is the voltage bias section. As discussed
in the previous chapter the voltage bias needed for the current
sources is created by an active load voltage divider chain. To
implement the bias structure the current through the voltage divider
will be Iss = 20 u.Amps which creates a output voltage Vgg = -4.4
volts.
The device dimensions are specified by equation 3.20, only one
N-channel device will be used between the output and the negative
supply voltage, Vss. By substitution of the variables into the
saturation equation the width of, Wn = 20 urn, and a length of, Ln =
10um. The sizes of the P-type devices depends on the number used
to drop a voltage of 10.4 volts. By a trial and error solution of
equation 3.20 an appropriate width will be obtained. For the bias
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needed by the op-amp only three PMOS transistors of equal
dimensions are used for the hand calculations, each having a voltage
drop of, Vsd = 3.4667 Volts. The width and length of these devices
are, WP = 10um and Lp = 40um respectively.
At this point the op-amp resembles its final form as
calculated by hand techniques and can be seen in figure 3.6 below.
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Figure 3.6 ( CMOS Operational Amplifier)
Figure 3.6 includes the frequency compensation capacitor
which is calculated using, equation 3.16, the gain bandwidth product.
From the specification, a gain bandwidth product of, GB = 1MHz, and
the transconductance of the N-type input devices are used to
determine the first order hand calculated compensation capacitance
to be ;
Cc = 40 pF
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3.5 Simulated Results
Simulations of the CMOS Operational Amplifier design were
performed using S.P.I.C.E., Simulator Program with Integrated
Circuit Emphasis, version 2G.5. Simulations of the various AC and
DC responses, input and output impedances, Input offset voltage,
Input Common Mode Range, and Total Power dissipation are used to
characterize the performance of the op-amp. The model parameters
used to simulated the op-amp were either researched from
literature, extracted from Suprem 3 simulations of the CMOS
process, and hand calculated values. A detailed list of the S.P.I.C.E.
input deck which includes the model parameter values is found in
Appendices 1 and 4.
3.5.1 Input offset voltage
The simulation of the input offset voltage is rather simple. If
a simulation of the operational amplifier is performed with the
configuration of figure 3.7, then the input offset voltage can be
measured at the output. The cause of an offset voltage is any
asymmetries in the differential amplifier stage of the op-amp.
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q Vout = Vos
Figure 3.7 (Configuration for measuring input offset voltage)
The final input offset voltage after spice level 2 simulations of the
op-amp in figure 3.11 is found to be;
Vos = 0.00797044 Volts
3.5.2 DC Mode gain simulations
The simulations for both the common mode and differential
mode voltage gains can be performed in both the large and small
signal analysis. The DC gains can be measured by inspection of the
transfer curves of Vin verse Vout for the particular input
configurations. The simulation of the differential gain will vary the
non-inverting input, letting the inverting input be grounded, and
observing the output voltage swing, see graph 3.1. This is also
known as the single sided differential voltage gain. By data
extraction of the output response a value for the maximum gain can
be attained.
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Vos
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O Vout
Figure 3.8 (Open loop differential mode voltage gain configuration)
Differential Mode Voltage Gain
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Graph 3.1
From graph 3.1 the maximum differential mode voltage gain is;
Av.dm = 1645
This value can be compared to the A.C. open loop differential mode
voltage gain at low frequencies for confirmation
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The Common mode voltage gain utilizes the circuit
configuration of figure 3.9. By interconnecting the positive voltage
node of the offset voltage source to the non-inverting input and the
positive node of the input voltage source, the common mode
operation of the op-amp can be determined. The common mode
response can be seen in graph 3.2.
Vos
Vin
Figure 3.9 ( Common mode voltage gain configuration)
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Graph 3.2 of the common mode response shows a range of
approximately 4 volts where the common mode gain is minimized;
Av.cm = 0.04951
The calculation of the common mode gain from graph 3.2 is simply
the slope of the line between the input voltage of 4 volts. The
common mode response actually has a positive and negative slope
over this range but for a first order analysis of this parameter the
method of measurement of the common mode gain is sufficient for
our purposes. A comparison may be made to the common mode
voltage as calculated from the A.C. analysis.
The two extreme conditions when the input voltage is near the
supply voltages is due to the current sources of the output and
differential stages. As the input voltage approaches the supply
voltages the operating point of the current sourcing transistors,
particularly in the dif-amp, move towards the origin of the l-V
transfer characteristic for the devices. Simply the drain to source
voltage approaches zero thus forcing the current, Ids, to approach
zero producing the effects seen in graph 3.2.
3.5.3 Input Common Mode Range
The input common mode range (CMR) of the operational
amplifier is the range of common mode values where the differential
amplifier continues amplify the difference between the inputs with
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the some gain. The SPICE simulation of figure 3.10 will yield a plot
which is used to define the CMR of the op-amp.
Q VOUt
Figure 3.10 (Input common mode range simulation configuration)
Input Common mode Range
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-2 0 2
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Graph 3.3
From graph 3.3 the CMR is found by determination of the range in
which the slope is unity, this is the input common mode range. The
range is;
CMR = -5.4 to 5 Volts
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3.5.4 Input and Output Resistance
The simulation of the input and output resistances is in the
small signal region of the analysis of the operational amplifier. The
input resistance is simulated simply by measurement of the input
current at a particular input voltage, by Ohm's Law the input
resistance can be found to be;
Rin = 48.5 GQ
The actual SPICE input deck and output data are given in appendix 1.
To properly determine the output resistance the independent
voltage and current sources are grounded and a small signal current
with a magnitude of 1|iA is forced into the output of the op-amp. By
measurement of the output voltage to current ratio the output
resistance can be measured. To properly measure the output
resistance with a simulation the supply voltages must be left on,
thus leaving the devices at their quiescent operating points.
The magnitude of the output resistance will be measured as
the frequency approaches zero Hertz. From the SPICE simulation for
output resistance in Appendix 1 the output resistance is found to be;
Rout = 23.9 KQ .
This value is rather large for an operational amplifier, but was
expected for the device sizes of the output stage. The solution to a
large output resistance is a second output buffer stage of unity gain
with large enough device geometries to have small output
resistance.
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3.6 Frequency Response
The frequency response is broken up into two (2) sections, the
first the response of the uncompensated operational amplifier, and
the second is with frequency compensation. The frequency response
of the uncompensated op-amp depends upon the parasitic
capacitances of the individual devices. These capacitive values are
in the sub-pico farad range which would give an extremely high
frequency bandwidth and break frequency, in addition to an unstable
closed loop system. The uncompensated frequency magnitude
response is shown below.
Uncompensated Magnitude frequency response
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Graph 3.4 A and B (Magnitude frequency Response)
The frequency magnitude plots for the uncompensated op-amp
show a system which does not conform to all the specified operation
criteria in the frequency domain. The break frequency also known as
the half power point frequency is at COo = 1 MHz which will give a
cross over frequency of COc = 126 M Hz. The cross over frequency,
also known as the bandwidth and unity gain frequency, is one full
decade above the specified value needed for the operational
amplifier frequency response. A further look into the frequency
response of the op-amp phase response shows that the op-amp is not
stable, shown in graph 3.5
Phase
(Deg)
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Graph 3.5
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By inspection of graph 3.5 the phase margin is determined to be 0.
The phase margin is the difference between 180 and the phase of
the output at the unity gain point. The phase margin of
0 will not
yield a closed loop stable system, which is unacceptable. A system
with a phase margin of less than 60 is not a robust and closed loop
stable system, thus the requirement of a compensation scheme.
By the uncompensated op-amp frequency response it can be
seen that the operational amplifier does not behave as a first order
system. If a method of compensation is developed to give a
bandwidth of 1 MHz the system will behave with a first order
frequency response due to the first order approximation method
discussed in chapter 2. The compensation scheme needed to achieve
the proper response is known as lead compensation. This method
introduces a pole well before any parasitic poles of the system, thus
leading the system response. For the compensation a capacitor
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placed on the output of the differential amplifier between the
output and ground will provide the needed variation.
By simulation of the frequency response using the hand
calculated value of Cc = 40pF as a start/reference point a final
compensation capacitance of Cc = 200pF was determined. The
frequency response and the specific data is provided further on in
this section.
The magnitude response of the operational amplifier was
simulated over a range of 10 - 1G Hz. This will allow the
calculation of the Gain-Bandwidth product, the half power
frequency, and the validation that the op-amp behaves as a first
order system.
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By inspection of Graphs 3.6 A and B a crossover frequency of
C0c = 1 MHz can be seen at the unity gain point. In addition the op-
amp frequency response is a first order system since the response
breaks with a -20 dB/decade slope. The a break frequency is at COo
500 Hz which is also known as the half power frequency. The
differential voltage gain is found to be Av.o - 1645 from both graph
3.6 A and 3.4 A
The frequency Phase response was simulated over the same
frequency range as the magnitude response. The Phase response will
show that the operational amplifier is a stable and robust design
from the determination of the Phase Margin, (PM). The simulated
Phase Margin is found to be;
PM= 82.14.
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Frequency Phase Response
Log Freq (Hz)
Graph 3.7
Previously in this section the frequency response that have
been presented are for the differential mode of operation of the op-
amp. The other mode of operation, the common mode, is also
dependent on frequency. The property of the CMRR is a frequency
depended value and thus we will need to investigate the common
mode frequency response.
By simulation of the op-amp with a single small signal source
applied to both inputs a frequency response of the magnitude and
phase can be generated.
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Graph 3.8 (A) and (B)
By inspection of graph 3.8A, the common mode voltage gain is small
for frequencies near DC. The increasing magnitude of graph 3.8A is
not a problem since the magnitude is much less than one. The unity
gain point of the common mode frequency magnitude is much larger
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than the operation frequency of the device and thus is not a concern.
The phase response also appears to be good and can be seen in graph
3.8B
3.7 Comparison of results
The hand calculations and derivations were performed,
modeling the CMOS Operational Amplifier as a first order system.
The Small signal hand analysis only considered the first order
effects of the transistors in the op-amp. Therefore a comparison
between the hand calculations and the SPICE results will not
necessarily be identical but should be within the same order of
magnitude. Table 3.2 shows each of the performance parameters of
the op-amp calculated and their simulated values.
Table 3.2
Parameters Hand Spice
Av.dm 5500 1645
Av.cm 0.1531 0.04951
CMRR 35,924 33,225
Vos 0.0 0.00797044
CMR 5 - 5.4, 5 V
Vor 6 V -5.9, 5.5 V
Rin oo 48.5 GQ
Rout 1.25 MQ 23.9 KQ
PTot 0.72 mW 0.842 mW
Wo 200 Hz 500 Hz
Wc 1MHz 1MHz
PM ~
60 ~ 82.14
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By inspection of table 3.2, the variance between the hand and
spice parameter values of the operational amplifier are small. Thus
models developed by hand are valid for the design and rough
estimates of an operational amplifier performance.
The magnitude of the output resistance was expected from the
hand calculations and is the only parameter which violates the
specifications. This value is inversely proportional to the current
through the output stage of the op-amp as shown earlier. In addition
CMOS device sizes are indirectly related to the output impedance of
a particular device. Both types of devices are not large and so a high
output resistance is expected. A reduction in the output impedance
would impact upon other performance parameters such as the
common, and differential mode gains, but the greatest impact would
be felt in the total power dissipated by the op-amp.
3.8 Layout
The layout of the CMOS operational amplifier was performed on
the circuit that was fully simulated. The simulated op-amp has
some modifications to the devices sizes and the bias structure, but
the overall circuit was not radically changed. The greatest variation
from the hand derived op-amp is the compensation capacitance
value. All changes made on the simulated device are a result of the
second order effects which SPICE is able to isolate. A schematic of
the CMOS op-amp with device sizes is provided in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 (Final realization of CMOS Operational amplifier)
The layout of the CMOS Operational Amplifier as well as the
CMOS Test Chip was performed using the I.C.E. layout tool.
Subsequent revisions have been layed out using Chipgraph, a Mentor
graphics software package. The layout of the op-amp involved
careful layout methods to prevent asymmetries in the differential
amplifier introduced by the effects of the circuit layout. Final
layout plots are shown on the following pages plot 3.1 thru 3.3.
Note, that for testing purposes the three stages of the op-amp are
separated to isolate errors introduced by a single stage of the
device. These are shown on plots 3.4, 3.5, 3.6.
The three different plots of the op-amp are for the Pwell CMOS
process, plots 3.1 and 3.2 and the Nwell CMOS process plot 3.3. The
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different processes will still yield similar operational amplifiers if
the same parameters for processing, listed earlier, are met.
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Chapter 4 Processing
4.0 Introduction
The fabrication of the CMOS test chip and Operational
Amplifier-
was performed at the Microelectronic Engineering
fabrication facility at RIT, by Edward Sayre and Robert Pearson. The
CMOS process was adapted to RIT using an existing CMOS process
developed at the University of California, Berkeley. The use of an
existing process with some modifications to suit RIT's
manufacturing constraints would enable the comparison and provide
the guidance of a working process. The modifications made to the
process were to simplify and to adapt it to RIT's fabrication
facilities. This chapter will discuss the fabrication of RIT's CMOS
process along with any difficulties and results. The cross sections
which will pictorially describe the CMOS process are provided in
Appendix 2. In addition the detailed descriptions of the process
steps that will be discussed further on in this chapter are presented
in Appendix 3.
4.1 Process
The CMOS process is a P type well CMOS process also known as
P-WELL CMOS. It is one type of the three CMOS processing
configurations, the other two types are N-Well and Twin tube CMOS.
The Nwell is simply the inverse of the Pwell structure and Twin
Tube CMOS is the definition of both an N well and a P well in an
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intrinsic or very lightly doped substrate, usually an epitaxial layer
on a heavily doped substrate.
The RIT Pwell CMOS process starts with an N type phosphorous
doped substrate with a resistivity of 5-8 Q-cm. After an initial
oxide growth of approximately 1000A the N- punch through implant
is performed at an energy of 145Kev and a dose of 1E12 atoms/cm2.
The exposure and development of the first level mask, clear field, of
the Pwell uses a photoresist coat of 1 to 1.5um thick. The resist
will be used as an implant block over the regions outside of the
Pwell. The Pwell implant uses the Boron 11 ion of the boron ion
species, with an implant energy of 80 Kev and a dose of 3E12
atoms/cm . The photoresist is striped in an oxygen plasma, cleaned,
and the wafers are annealed at 1000C in a Nitrogen environment.
The sacrificial oxide layer originally grown is removed with a
buffered hydrofluoric acid, BHF, dip before the drive in of the Pwell.
The drive in begins with a 4 hour step in dry oxygen environment at
1150 C, then 5 hours in nitrogen at the same temperature. This
should yield a P-type region with a sheet resistivity of, ps = 14K
Q/T and a junction depth of 3-3.5 urn. The oxide layer, over the
Pwell is targeted for a thickness of 3000A and over the N substrate
at 3200A, is etched in the BHF until the surface becomes
hydrophobic.
A pad oxide of 200A is needed before the silicon nitride SiN3
layer is deposited. The nitride layer is deposited by Low Pressure
Chemical Vapor Deposition, LPCVD, at a temperature of
approximately
800 C with a temperature gradient of 57inch across
the furnace tube. The target thickness of the nitride layer is 1000A.
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The second masking level of the process is the definition of the
active areas in the Silicon nitride layer for the LOCOS process step.
The Active level is patterned on the nitride with photoresist then
dry etched in a plasma of CF4. Immediately following the nitride
etch resist is applied to the wafers and imaged with the third level
mask, identical to mask level 1.
The P- field adjust implant of Boron (11) at an energy of 100
Kev and a dose of 1E13 atoms/cm2 is implanted into the active
areas outside of the remaining nitride layer. The strip of the two
(2) photoresist coats is performed in an oxygen plasma followed by
another photoresist coat and exposure of the N- field areas. The
fourth level mask is the inverse of mask level 3 which is a dark
field mask. The N- field adjust implant is performed with an
implant energy of 40 Kev and a dose of 4E12 phosphorous (31) atoms
per square centimeter.
The Localized oxidation step or LOCOS is performed after
masking level four's resist is striped. The LOCOS step defines the
field oxide from the active areas by thick and thin oxide regions.
The thick oxide is grown during the LOCOS oxidation of 5 minutes in
a dry oxygen, 4 hours 40 minutes in steam, 5 minutes again in dry
oxygen, and a final anneal of 20 minutes in nitrogen and is targeted
at a thickness of 6500A. The junction depth of the Pwell will move
deeper into the wafer from the thermal process steps to about 3.7
um. The nitride is striped by first etching any oxy-nitride layer
formed on the nitride with a short BHF dip, then the complete
removal of the nitride layer in a CF4 plasma. The pad oxide grown
under the nitride layer is removed in BHF and a Kooi oxide layer of
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200A thick is grown which will also be used during the threshold
adjust implant to protect the silicon surface. The Threshold voltage
adjust implant is a blanket implant of Boron 11 at an energy of
35Kev with doses ranging from 3-5E11 atoms/cm2 across the lot.
This variance of the implant dose will allow the RIT CMOS process
to pin point the threshold voltages at 1 and -1 for the N and P
channel devices respectively.
Following the kooi oxide strip in BHF the gate oxide is grown
in dry oxygen at 950C for 1.5 hours with a target thickness of
500A. It is recommended that a TCA clean of the oxide tube be
performed before this and the other oxide growth steps.
Immediately following the gate oxide growth the polysilicon layer
should be deposited. It is important to either process the gate oxide
and poly in the same tube if possible or move the wafers from the
oxide tube directly into the polysilicon deposition tube or chamber.
The polysilicon layer is deposited by a Low Pressure Chemical
Vapor Deposition process at a temperature of 610C with a target
thickness of 4500A. The poly is doped by a N type spin on dopant,
since RIT does not have insitu-doping of the poly layer during
deposition, and ion implantation would result in a long throughput
time for a normal lot of 25 wafers. The spin on dopant is
predeposited at 1000C for 20 minutes in an oxygen environment.
This should yield a poly sheet resistivity of approximately 22 Q/E.
The gate definition mask, level 5, used to pattern the poly
layer is imaged onto the polysilicon with photoresist. The poly is
etched in a dry plasma of SF6 and oxygen. The resist is then striped
and the wafers are cleaned in the RCA clean solutions. During the
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clean the wafers should not be dipped in the 10:1 HF for more than
10 second so as not to contaminate or undercut the gate oxide.
Following the clean a thermal oxide is grown over the
polysilicon and the silicon substrate with target thicknesses of
800A and
,
500A respectively. This oxide will help protect both
surfaces from the subsequent drain/source implants for the active
devices. The P type drain/source implant mask, dark field, is the
sixth masking level of the process. It masks out all regions except
for the active areas where the B+ and BF2+ ions are to be implanted.
Since this process is self aligning the poly gate will be exposed to
the implant thus some minor counter doping will occur during the
Boron implant in the heavily doped N type poly. The P+ type
drain/source implant has an energy of 50Kev and a dose of 2E15
atoms/cm2.
The N+ type drain/source implant occurs after the photoresist
has been striped, coated and the inverse image of mask level 6, level
7 is transfered to the wafers. The N+ implant is a phosphorous
implant with a energy of 50 Kev and a dose of 3E15 atoms/cm2. As
with the P+ implant the devices are self aligning but the poly gate
will be more heavily doped for the N channel devices. The sheet
resistances of the N+ and P+ source/drain implants are 24 Q/E and
46 Q/E respectively.
Spin on glass, SOG, is used as a dielectric layer between the
polysilicon layer and the metal one. The densification of the SOG is
also used to drive in the source and drain regions of the two device
types along with annealing the wafers from the recent implant. A
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densification of 1 hour at 1000 C should yield a target SOG
thickness of 6000A.
Mask level eight is utilized to pattern the SOG with the
contact cut pattern before etch. The SOG is etched in BHF to create
the contact holes for the interconnection of the various devices in
metal one. The evaporation of 3 pellets of Aluminum and 2% silicon
should be sufficient to yield a thickness of 3500A of metal on the
wafer surfaces. The metal is then patterned with mask level 9,
clear field, and etched in a wet aluminum etch solution. Finally the
wafers are striped of photoresist, sintered at 425C for 40 minutes,
and are ready for testing.
4.2 Results
The results of the first Pwell CMOS process did not show that
a successful processing run had been manufactured. The erroneous
behavior of the electrical structures used to characterize the CMOS
process did not point to one single problem with the process or
processing but perhaps several problems. It was difficult to isolate
the process problems based exclusively on test structures. Upon
closer inspection of the laboratory process data sheets some
process steps which were not identical to the correct process steps
adapted from the Berkeley process.
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4.2.1 Field Adjust Implant
The first divergence from the designed process was during the
P- field threshold adjust implant. After the initial nitride pattern
and etch the photoresist was stripped from the wafers. The
following process step was to coat, expose and then implant with
the P- type field implant. The photo resist that was strip was
needed to block the implant over silicon nitride layer in the Pwell.
The area under which is where the N- channel devices will reside. A
cross sectional view of the processing error is shown in figure 1a,
the correct cross section is shown in figure 1b.
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Figures 1a and b ; divergence from process cross sections
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The end result was that the implant penetrated the nitride
layer and increased the impurity profile within the active area in
the Pwell. The impact of this process error would be to shift the
threshold voltage of the NMOS device to a more positive voltage. The
error in device performance caused by a variance in the threshold
voltage will be minimal and should not cause catastrophic failure.
4.2.2 Polysilicon Doping
The process developed to dope polysilicon would prove to be a
crucial procedure and effect the device performance significantly.
In the RIT CMOS process an intrinsic polysilicon layer is deposited
by LPCVD which must be doped for use in the various circuits as an
interconnect and gate material. The Doping of this layer utilized a
spin on N type dopant. The dopant, N-250, was spun on prebaked and
a predeposit at 1000 C for 20 minutes. The doping of polysilicon
initially occurs along the grain boundaries of the film then diffusing
into the grains of the polysilicon. The initial diffusion along the
boundaries of the grains will occur within the first few minutes of
the predepostion step, thus exposing the thermal gate and field
oxides to a high level of impurities.
An in process study which doped polysilicon to create MOS
capacitors did not yield working capacitor structures. Various
times and temperatures were investigated all yielding
unsatisfactory results. The leakage current of the capacitors did
not satisfy the criteria that at DC a capacitor is an open circuit.
The results from this study were not investigated fully due to the
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time constraints and materials needed for processing. It is believed
that the high temperature allowed the phosphorous to diffuse
through the thermal oxide layer used for a gate dielectric in the MOS
structures. The final result of any subsequent high temperature
process steps would also allow this behavior which will cause
catastrophic failure of both types of transistor structures.
The process of polysilicon doping had not been utilized by any
of the existing processes at RIT. In addition the process defined by
Berkeley, which was being used as a reference, introduced the
impurities during the deposition of the polysilicon layer which is
known as an insitu-polysilicon doping process.
The error introduced by the long high temperature
predeposition step could lead to a catastrophic failure of the
transistor devices. This conclusion is substantiated by the brief
study mentioned. In addition any subsequent high temperatures
would continue the degradation of the thermal oxides immediately
under the poly and continue to redistribute impurities already in the
oxide layer.
4.2.3 Phosphorous D/S doping
The drains and sources of the CMOS devices were created by
ion implantation of either Boron and BF2, for the P-channel devices,
or phosphorous, for the N channel devices. The N type D/S ion
implant energy was altered from the specified value during the
processing. An implant energy of 50 Kev was specified but 100 Kev
was actually used during the processing. The impact of this upon the
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operation of the transistor devices could result in further
degradation of the oxide under the N channel device. The isolation
and detection of is error in the process steps is difficult when
compounded with the polysilicon doping problems.
4.2.4 Photo resist scumming
During the source and drain implants of the two types of
devices a photo resist layer is used to block the implant from areas
where no impurities are specified. The importance of a descum
process step is made evident by the problem discovered after the
final resist strip following the N type S/D implant. As seen in
figure 2 the polysilicon layer was covered by a layer of "scum". This
scum layer was determined to be a result of residual photoresist
layer which when heated from the high energy of an ion implant
baked on to the polysilicon. This difficulty during processing will
not greatly effect the device performance but will effect any
subsequent lithography or possibly etch steps. If the scumming
reduces the etch rate for some of the contact cuts then good
contacts not effected by the scumming will be over etched. This
will present a problem for small geometry devices but will not
impact upon those used in the design of the CMOS operational
amplifier.
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Resist Scumming
Polysilicon
Figure 2; polysilicon scumming
4.2.5 Non uniform Spin on glass
The RIT CMOS process utilizes a a spin on glass layer as a
dielectric material to separate the metal layer from the polysilicon
layer. This SOG layer acts as a planarizing layer in addition to its
dielectric qualities. During the processing of the spin on glass,
which required a single application, and densification at
1000 C,
the uniformity of the SOG film could be seen to be subject to non
uniformity problems. Results of previous processing at RIT had
shown that the uniformity problem existed but the film provides
constant etch rates which other spin on glasses that were more
uniform could not provide. This phenomena will not cause a
catastrophic failure of a large device since the contact dimensions
are not critical, but use of this type of film for small geometry
devices will not yield satisfactory results.
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4.2.6 Large leakage currents
The testing of the CMOS test chip first examined any test
structures used to characterize the process and extract parameters
to determine the robustness of the process. Included in the
structures are the N and P channel discrete devices, capacitors, Van
der Pauw structures, etc. The preliminary results of the discrete
devices show a significant leakage current through the gate of the
MOS structures. When the capacitors which are the same type
structure as the gate of a MOS field effect transistor were tested a
significant current, of the order of milli amperes, was found to be
leaking across the poly to substrate capacitors. This problem
involved both the thin gate oxide and thick field oxide devices. Plots
of this behavior are shown in Appendix 3.
4.3 Process results
In leu of the processing difficulties experienced and some of
the preliminary results the final results of the RIT CMOS process are
shown in table 1. These values can be incorporated into hand
calculations and circuit simulators for a more accurate estimation
of device performance of any designs places on subsequent revised
processing runs
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Table 1: Process summary
Pwell Junction depth 3.6 um
Pwell Sheet resistance 14 KQ/E
P+ D/S junction depth 1.1 um
P+ D/S sheet resistance 45 Q/E
N+ D/S Junction depth 0.87 um
N+ D/S Sheet Resistance 24 Q/E
Polysilicon Thickness 4500 A
Polysilicon Sheet Resistance 22 Q/E
Field Oxide Thickness 6000 A
Gate Oxide Thickness 500 A
Spin On Glass thickness 5000 A
Upon comparison of the process results to those extracted
from the process developed by Berkeley the values in table 1 are
satisfactory. Table 1 does not show the problems of the processing
and thus can not be used as a measure of the success or failure of a
fabrication run.
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Chapter 5 Testing
5.0 Introduction
This chapter will address the testability of the CMOS
Operational amplifier and the integration of the op-amp into some
common circuit configurations. The op-amp is replicated over one
hundred times per silicon wafer in the manufacturing processes thus
an expedient method of testing the operational amplifier for
functionality is justified. A testing scheme can be developed from
the final version of the circuit design, but for proper development of
the tests for the op-amp the design for testability of the op-amp is
performed at the first level of the designing process.
5.1 Testing
The testing of the operational amplifier will be divided into
two (2) sections, the first will be the evaluation of the DC
conditions, the second is the frequency response behavior of the op-
amp. This testability scheme determines any devices which are
defective due to a gross manufacturing difficulties, such as
lithography errors and particle defects with the first section of
testing. The AC operation of the op-amp is then determined from the
devices which are not defective, thus reducing testing time.
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5.1.1 DC conditions
The test to determine the proper DC operation of the op-amp
will be, the Input Offset voltage, Input Common Mode Range, Common
Mode Gain, and proper voltages and currents extracted from either
the op-amp or individual stages.
5.1.2 Input Offset Voltage
The Input Offset Voltage will configure the operational
amplifier into a voltage follower feedback configuration as shown in
figure 5.1.
q Vout = Vos
Figure 5.1 (Input Offset Voltage configuration)
The offset voltage is measured at the output of the op-amp and the
negative magnitude of the measured voltage should be applied to the
inverting input or the positive voltage to the non-inverting input.
The goal of the input offset voltage is to achieve a condition of zero
voltage applied resulting in a zero output voltage. The op-amp will
incorporate the offset voltage within one of its inputs, so for
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example the new inverting input is the positive node of the offset
voltage source, see figure 5.2 . Typically the offset voltage is in the
milli volt range but may be as large as a volt but not a great as the
supply voltages, (6 V).
5.1.3 Input Common Mode Range
The next DC test of the operational amplifier is the Input
Common Mode Range, CMR. The circuit uses a similar configuration
to that of figure 5.1 except the offset voltage is utilized along with
an applied voltage to the non-inverting input. This can be seen in
figure 5.2;
q Vout
Figure 5.2 (Input Common mode range Configuration)
The voltage Vin is varied in a linear fashion from the negative
supply voltage of -6 volts to the positive supply of +6 volts. The
output should have a section in which a unity gain occurs. This
region can be found by a plot of the output voltage verses the input
voltage, as seen in the simulations of chapter 3. The generation of
the the output voltage verse the input voltage can be performed by
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measurement of the discrete output voltage for a particular input
voltage. This method of data collection s automated within the
parameter analyzer, HP 4145, where a plot can be generated,
collected and analyzed.
5.1.4 Common Mode Gain
The Common mode gain of the operational amplifier will show
the asymmetries of the differential amplifier section of the device.
As mentioned previously in chapters 2 and 3 the common mode gain
of the amplifier should be a small as possible, preferably much less
than one. The circuit configuration for measurement of the common
mode gain is shown in figure 5.3.
Vos
Vin
Figure 5.3
The Common Mode Voltage Gain is can be determined in a
similar manner to that of the Input Common Mode Range. The test
for the common mode voltage gain ties both inputs together and
applies a voltage Vin which increases from the negative supply
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voltage to the positive supply voltage, this is identical to the CMR
measurement. A typical common mode gain is much less than 1,
since an operational amplifier is designed to amplify the difference
between the inputs and not the common component. If the common
mode gain is greater than unity, the proper operation of the
amplifier will be suspect. In addition to the method of determining
the common mode gain in the DC region the common mode frequency
response can be utilized to determine the gain and a comparison can
be made.
The Common mode voltage gain is a measure of the quality of
the amplifier design, in particular the differential amplifier section.
In addition, the common mode gain provides a process engineer with
information about the variations in the manufacturing process. The
common mode component of the amplifier occurs as a result of any
asymmetries in the differential pair, as discussed in chapters 2 and
3, and thus can show any variations across a wafer and through a
wafer lot.
5.1.5 Power dissipation
The design specification of the CMOS op-amp limits the
amount of power that can be dissipated by the device. As one of the
performance criteria of the amplifier, the total power consumed by
the operational amplifier must be less than 0.96 mW. The total
power is also a measure of the quiescent operating point of the
amplifier since the power is directly related to the current flowing
through the device. The simulated power dissipated with supply
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voltages of 6 volts is 0.842 mW which is equivalent to a supply
current of 70 u.A.
The measurement of the supply current can be performed by
either a hall effect current probe or a power supply with the
capability of power or output current measurement.
5.1.6 Output Voltage Range
The output voltage range of the operational amplifier can be
tested within the DC domain. The output voltage range is the
maximum output swing that can be obtained without a significant
amount of distortion for a typical load resistance. The magnitude of
a typical load is in the the mega ohm range for a resistive load and
in the pico farad range for a capacitive load.
The method of testing the output voltage swing is relatively
simple since only two states need be addresses for the test.
Grounding the non-inverting input and applying a positive voltage at
the the upper bound of the input common mode range to the inverting
input will determine the lower bound of the output range. Similarly,
applying the negative voltage at the lower bound of the CMR will find
the upper limit on the output range.
5.2 Frequency Response
The CMOS operational amplifier frequency response should be
measured on those devices which passed the DC criteria for
operation. Both the frequency verse magnitude and the the frequency
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verses phase should be tested so the stability of the open loop
system can be determined. Both input conditions of the op-amp
should be measured to ensure proper operation. The frequency
response of the CMOS operational amplifier can and should be tested
with and without the compensation capacitance. The layout of the
op-amp does not include the compensation capacitance since it
requires an area that is larger than the die of the CMOS test chip
containing the op-amp. An external node for the compensation is
provided and labeled in the layout of the op-amp. For our purposes
the operational amplifier should be tested with and without the
compensation capacitor, which will allow direct comparison to the
simulated data. Both methods of test are identical to one another.
Also this will enable an investigation into the frequency behavior of
the amplifier for different compensation capacitance values.
To properly test the open loop frequency magnitude and phase
responses a high input impedance oscilloscope and a 1G Hz frequency
signal generator are desired. The frequency response data is to be
compared to the simulated Bode plots which cannot be generated
directly with an oscilloscope but an indirect method of comparison
can be developed. The differential frequency response measurement
applies a small signal, within the small signal input range of 3mV,
to the non inverting input and channel 1 of the oscilloscope, and the
output of the op-amp is connected to channel 2, shown in figure 5.4
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generator
Ch 1
Oscilloscope
Ch2
Device under
test
Figure 5.4
For a particular frequency and magnitude input signal the gain and
phase of the amplifier can be measured from the scope, once the
data is collected over the range of desired frequencies a frequency
response can be formulated. The open loop common mode frequency
response is measured in much the same manner the open loop
differential mode is found. Instead of applying a differential type
input, the input nodes will see the same input wave form and
frequency thus placing the op-amp in the common mode. A
demonstration of the method of frequency response data collection
is documented in section 5.2.1.
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5.2.1 Demonstration
-0.004
-*- Input Voltage
output voltage
Output
Voltage
I 1 i
0.0000 0.0002 0.0005 0.0007 0.0010
At = 0.159 m Sec
T = 1m Sec
Time (sec)
Plot 5.1
Plot 5.1 represents the wave forms which could be displayed
on an oscilloscope screen. By inspection the wave forms are out of
phase and of differing magnitudes. The gain of the system at the
particular input frequency can easily be determined by measurement
of the peak voltages of the input and output wave forms.
|Vout| = 5 Volts
|Vin| = 3 m Volts
eq. (5.1)
eq. (5.2)
The gain of the system at this frequency is;
Vout
Av = T7 =- 1666.67
Vin
eq. (5.3)
The analysis of the wave forms to determine the phase of the
system is not as trivial as for the gain calculation. The phase of the
system is a relative measure which is made with respect to the
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input wave form. The data needed from the oscilloscope is; the total
period of the output and/or input wave form, assumed to be of the
same frequency, and the difference in time of the two wave forms at
a particular magnitude. The zero point or the difference at the peaks
are typically used to obtain the shift in time of the wave forms. In
this case the difference is determined to be; At= - 0.159 m Sec; and
a period of; T= 1m Sec. If the period is converted into frequency in
Hertz, then into frequency in radians/sec, and finally multiplied by
the difference, At, a phase shift in radians is established which can
be converted to degrees. This method is shown below.
F (Hz) = ^ Hz eq. (5.4)
~t-t-
rad ._ _.
co =
2nF eq. (5.5)
0 = co(At) rad eq. (5.6)
180
_, ,,.-,,
O -
0-rj deg eq. (5.7)
By substitution into equations 5.4 through 5.7 a phase shift of
=-60
is determined for the input frequency of 1K Hz.
The methods of testability of the CMOS operational amplifier
discussed are effective for the determination of the functionality of
the op-amp. By comparison of the data collected from the testing to
the data from the simulations and hand calculations a formulation
can be made upon the success of the design and the operational
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amplifier's performance. In addition the op-amp can be integrated
into some basic analog circuits which also give an indication to the
success of the design.
5.3 Individual stages
During the testing of the CMOS operational ampiifier erroneous
behavior can occur in either the DC or AC ranges or both. For this
occurrence the op-amp layout is also divided into the three stages
making up the CMOS operational amplifier; differential amplifier,
output stage, and bias. The division of the op-amp will promote
complete methods of fault isolation in either the design but more
likely the manufacturing.
The bias section of the op-amp is susceptible to variations in
the power supplies an therefore the bias current is also susceptible.
The bias current is matched in the two gain stages of the op-amp
and thus the overall gain of the circuit is dependant upon the proper
operation of the bias stage. The testing of the bias section is
strictly within the DC region of operation of the devices. By
applying the supply voltages a measurement of the output voltage,
Vgg, can be compared to the expected value of Vgg = -4.4 V from the
simulations.
The differential stage of the op-amp can be tested with the
same methods as the entire operational amplifier for both AC and DC
behavior. The bias voltage Vgg must be supplied externally for the
current source of the differential stage. The variation of Vgg can be
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used to optimize the gain of the differential stage for the particular
design specifications of the operational amplifier design.
The output stage of the operational amplifier is similar to the
testing strategy of an inverter. Again, as with the differential
stage, the -bias voltage Vgg can be varied to optimize the gain of the
output stage. Individually the optimum gains of the two stages can
be attained for different bias voltages. But since only one bias can
be supplied in the final op-amp design, Vgg must be set to optimize
both the dif-amp and the output stage with the same voltage. The
optimized bias voltage can then be integrated into further design
revisions and processing runs. Both the DC and AC regions of
operation of the output stage should be investigated to determine
any erroneous behavior that this stage can introduce.
5.4 Common Circuits
In any analog type circuit the most vital element of the design
is an amplifier which is made up of an operational amplifier. As a
final method of test the op-amp is integrated into commonly used
analog amplifier circuits. To demonstrate the validity of the design
and operation of the CMOS operational amplifier a variety of
elementary amplifier circuits have been designed and simulated
using S.P.I.C.E. These simulations can be measured using existing
test methods for the operational amplifier discussed previously in
this chapter. The circuits comprise of an integrator, differentiator,
unity gain amplifier, and a amplifier with gain of 100.
All but the
differentiator are commonly used in design of an analog systems.
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The SPICE input decks used for the simulations are provided in
Appendix 4.
5.4.1 Integrator
The analog integrator is very useful when used in signal
processing applications. The integrator shown in figure 5.5 employs
a miller capacitance feed back scheme and the operational amplifier.
For a small signal input, Vin the output will be the integral of the
input.
Figure 5.5
By circuit analysis a relation between the input and output voltages
can be derived to be;
Vo =^/Vin dt eq. (5.8)
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By inspection of equation 5.8 the output voltage can be seen to be
the time integral of the input voltage, thus an integrator. The
transfer function of the integrator is shown in equation 5.9
A
Vo -1
Av= 777" = eq. (5.9)Vin"RCS
Now, if values for the gain and either the resistor R or
capacitor C a simulation of the integrator can be performed. If we
chose a DC gain of Av(0) = 10,000 and a capacitor value of C = 100
pico Farads a value for the resistor is found to be ; R = 1 E6 Q.
1000
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Graphs 5.1 and 2 show the simulated frequency responses of the
integrator circuit. The Magnitude response does not include the DC
gain but by extrapolation the simulated DC gain is approximately
10,000. Another comparison to the hand calculations is the
determination of the gain at a particular frequency. If we chose a
frequency of 10 Hz the gain is calculated to be Av(10) = 159.2 as
compared to the simulated gain of Av(10) = 158.0. By inspection of
graph 5.1 the magnitude response of the integrator behaves as
expected with a -20dB/decade slope. At 10 KHz the circuit no longer
behaves as an integrator due to poles introduced by the non ideal op-
amp. Thus for frequencies below 10 KHz a predicable response can
be determined for this integrator circuit in figure 5.5. The phase
response of the integrator in graph 5.2 shows expected results
within the frequency of 10 KHz. The phase response also
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demonstrates that the integrator is a stable system and thus the
CMOS op-amp can be used in a closed loop stable system.
5.4.2 Differentiator
The reciprocal circuit element to the integrator is the
differentiator. The differentiator is not as widely used in analog
designs as the integrator but it is a primitive element that will add
to the demonstration of the CMOS operational amplifier as a circuit
element. The differentiator circuit is of the form shown in figure
5.6.
R
A/V
Figure 5.6
By nodal analysis of figure 5.6 a relation in the time domain
can be attained to be;
Vo = -RC
dVin
dt
eq. (510)
By inspection of equation 5.10 it can be seen that the output of the
circuit is the derivative of the input voltage, thus a differentiator
circuit. The transfer function of the differentiator is simply
expressed in equation 5.11
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Vo
Tjr = -RCSVin eq.(5.11)
To simulate the differentiator circuit values for the resistor, R, and
capacitor, C, can be specified. If we chose R = 1E6Q and C = 1 pico
Farad a DC gain of Av=1E-6 is obtained from equation 5.11. This gain
is extremely small but to exploit a higher bandwidth the gain of the
circuit must suffer by preservation of gain the bandwidth product.
The solution to a small gain is an amplifier of a sufficient gain to
resolve the output to a suitable level. The simulation of the
frequency response of the differentiator is shown in graphs 5.3 and
5.4.
10 -a
Magnitude -01
Differentiator Magnitude Response
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Figure 5.4
By calculation of the magnitude of the differentiator from the
transfer function, eq. 5.11, at 10 Hz a comparison can be made
between the hand calculations and the simulated results. The hand
calculations obtains a value of, Av(10)= 6.28E-5, and the simulated
results show, Av(10)= 6.277E-5, thus the simulations are valid
estimates of the circuits performance.
The phase response of the differentiator shows a system
whose stability is susceptible to noise perturbations of frequencies
greater than 0.25 M Hz. This is not unusual for the type of direct
feedback chosen for the differentiator.
5.4.3 Gain Stages
As previously mentioned the use of a gain stage in an amplifier
is very useful for signal processing applications, such as the
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differentiator circuit which requires a large gain. The gain stage
can be use to isolate one stage from another by the use of a unity
gain stage, or to amplify an output to proper voltage levels for any
subsequent inputs. The unity gain amplifier and an amplifier with
some gain greater than one, are of the same circuit configuration as
shown in figure 5.7.
R2
Figure 5.7
The derivation of the transfer function must concern itself
with the fact that the operational amplifier is not ideal thus there
is some error introduced. By nodal analysis at the inverting input
and equation 5.12 the transfer function is derived and shown as
equation 5.13.
Vo = VAv eq.(5.12)
Where V is the voltage at the inverting input of the op-amp.
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R2
Vo
"
Ri
Vin=
(RgYM eq.(5.13)
"
[Ri|AvJ
The transfer function shown in equation 5.13 shows the error term
in the numerator to be;
-ffl* eq.(5.14)
For the case where the operational amplifier is ideal the gain is
R2
much large than and will force the error term to zero and the
gain of the transfer function to the ideal case of;
Vo R2
Vin
"
"
Ri eq.(5.15)
The simulations of the gain amplifier will be performed for a unity
gain amplifier and an amplifier with a gain of 100. The forward
differential open loop gain of the operational amplifier is Av.d =1645
as determined in chapter 3. The calculation of the resistor values
for the unity gain amplifier simplifies equation 5.12 to equation
5.16.
R2 = Ri eq.(5.16)
If we choose R1 and R2 to be 1 Mega Q, the frequency response is
simulated and shown in graphs 5.5 and 6.
100
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For the amplifier of gain 100 the derivation for the resistor values
will not yield resistor R2 = 100 R1 due to the error factor. For a
gain of 100 and a resistor R1 = 10 KQ, R2 is equivalent to 1.07 MQ
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from equation 5.14. The simulated frequency response of the the
amplifier is shown in graphs 5.7 and 8 below.
Amplifier of gain 100 magnitude response
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By comparison of graphs 5.7 and 5.8 it can be seen that the
bandwidth of the unity gain response is larger than that of the gain
of 100. This can again be attributed the the preservation of the gain
bandwidth product for amplifiers which are the same circuit
configuration.
5.5 Summary
Within this chapter a testability scheme was developed for the
CMOS operational amplifier. By interconnection the op-amp in
various open and closed loop configurations of the DC and AC
behavior can be tested. All of the simulated data of chapter 3 can be
confirmed with the use of these test structures. In addition to the
testability scheme for the operational amplifier, various elementary
analog circuit applications were developed to ensure the
functionality of the op amp in a closed loop system. The simulations
performed show a high level of confidence in the op-amp for
applications in the audio frequency ranges.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was the design, fabrication and test of
a CMOS operational amplifier. The design of the op-amp included the
evaluation of the individual stages of the amplifier and the impact
of their behavior on the whole operational amplifier circuit. The
CMOS process was originally developed by University of California at
Berkeley and adapted for Rochester Institute of Technology's
Microelectronic Fabrication Facilities. The testability scheme
implemented for the operational amplifier gives the ability for the
performance parameters of the op-amp to be tested and easily
compared to the specified and simulated values.
The division of the CMOS operational amplifier into the
individual stages allows for simple and easily handled derivations of
the parameters for each stage. Within chapters 2 and 3 it was
determined the performance of the operational amplifier for both
the large and small signal analysis. The majority of the important
data and parameters such as the differential and common mode
voltage gains were derived in the small signal analysis. The
equations describing the different modes of operation of the
amplifier were presented in both the small signal parameters as
well as the device parameters which can be seen in both chapters 2
and 3.
The overall response of the operational amplifier from the
individual stages is formulated within chapter 3. Also, the
frequency response for the magnitude and phase of the op-amp were
derived and simulated in chapter 3. The results show that the
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frequency response of operational amplifier is determined by the
parasitics of the individual transistors making up the amplifier.
From the Bode plots it can be seen that the uncompensated op-amp
needed a compensation scheme to allow the amplifier to conform
with the operating specification. The method of compensation was a
lead compensator which is realized as a capacitor on the output of
the dif-amp stage. The use of compensation is vital to the stability
of the amplifier to be utilized in the closed loop stable
configuration.
The fabrication of the CMOS operational amplifier was
performed at RIT with an adapted process originally designed by
University of Cal. Berkeley. The CMOS process is described as a P
type Well process with polysilicon gate material. A detailed
description of the process steps has been provided in chapter 4 and
appendix 2 and 3. The results of the first complete run produced non
working devices. The testing of the discrete transistor test
structures yielded devices which had extremely high gate leakage
currents. Resistive behavior was also seen between the sources and
drains of devices with no gate voltage. Upon review of the
processing steps, errors in the processing were found and can be
held responsible for this erroneous behavior. The success of
functional operation and testing of the CMOS operational amplifier
is very slim for the fabricated devices of the first CMOS processing
run. Although active transistor devices could not be tested many
passive structures such as resistors, sheet resistivity
structures,and various capacitors could be. These structures
enabled the extraction of data for use in the simulation models for
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future simulations of a CMOS device created with a similar working
process.
The final aspects of this thesis are the testing of the CMOS
operational amplifier and the testability scheme developed. The
simulations of the operational amplifier were broken into two
regions, the DC or large signal and the AC or small signal. The
testing of the op-amp is broken into these two regions for
simplicity and ease of comparison to the simulated data.
The method of testing the op-amp is to first test the device
for the large signal parameters such as Input Common Mode Range,
Input Offset Voltage, the Common Mode Gain, and the power
dissipation of the amplifier. This will allow the isolation of those
devices which do not operate correctly from the second pass of
tests in the small signal AC range. The AC analysis of the
operational amplifier is divided into two areas again the first
studies the open loop behavior of the op-amp. The second is the
closed loop behavior of those devices which pass both the DC and
the open loop specifications. The operational amplifier is then
integrated into a number of elementary analog circuit
configurations. If the operational amplifier performs correctly the
device can be considered a working device and the design a success.
This has been accomplished in chapter 5 at the simulation level with
much success; thus supporting the fact that the CMOS operational
Amplifier design is robust and within specifications.
Appendix I
Simulations of open loop DC and AC response
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1.IOOE<00 1.799E*W .
I.0DCCM 1.0SE*00 .
i.20OE>O0 9.111EW .
S.DE00 S.2I0E*W .
9.KK<00 S.25SEW .
S.t00E*tt S.277EM .
I.IOOEtOI 9.291EW .
JOB CONCLWED
TOTRLJW TIRE 12.09
***** 11/07/90 Ptp|M 1.01 . jy|Bi IVNma 0iSli49
TITUBPRRPCII
CIICOIT OEOCRIPTim
?mill i i mi
OPEN LOOP CONNOR NODE MIN NW FREQUENCY RESPIWf
i
* TRMSISTMS NNE RMIH MTE SOURCE WHTMTE
,tORKT OPRRP 12 319
*
* OIFFENENTIK MP
NI t 20 7 7 HDEU L-IW U-tSU
H2 9 1 7 7 HOEV L-IW U-1W
NI ( i t 1 POEV L-IW U-2W
IH 9 0 I 1 POEV L-IW U-2W
NS 7 B 2 2 WEU L-IW U-3W
CawS0200PF
i
* OUTPUT STME
M I 9 9 1 POEV WW IMW
N? 1 1 2 2 HDEU L-IW U-3W
a
*
* BOLT-RE BINS
RO tO 10 I 1 POEV L-IW B-I2U
m II II 10 10 POEV IIW H*12U
NIB 0 B It tt POEV L-IW U-I2U
Nil 0 0 2 2 NOEV L-IW H-3W
*
t
*
BUS 3 20 DC O.M7070H
i
.ENDS
i
* POUER SUPPLIES
*
DOB t BBCi
BR20K-0
*
' HOW CIOMRLI
*
OIRP 1 0 W 0 RC I
*
XI 121101
*
.OPTIONS IIHPTS-CWO ITL1-5O00 PIVT0L-1E-I5
.DC VINF -0E-3 OE-3 0.0009
.PUT BC 0(0) (-,()
.NC PEC 10 10 10NEO
.PUT RC VN(0)
.PUT NC VP(9)
.NIOTN BVT'W
* NBDEU
*
.NOOEl NOEV HWt UUa-2 LB-0.1V T0X-900E-I0 MJU0-IE1 VTO-1.0
OMWM.SHt PHI-O.f UO-WO UEKP-0.0 UCRIT-I.OEt UTMMI.O
?0ELTR-I.21B W0BflE9 XJ-O.OTO UBBOR-0.02 NF0-2EO1 NEFF-1.WIE-2
?NSS-0.0 TP-t.B NSH-22 CBM-350E-12 CBB0-2OK-12 CBDD-3S0E-12 OSDOE-i
?IW.S WBWWE-12 NJSH-0,3
.NOBEL POEV PWS LEUEL-2 LO-O.SU TBK-5WE-10 NWB-tO.OEMS VTO-1.0
MDJIM.079003 PNI-0.0 W-1 VEKP-0.0 VCNIT*1.0E0 VTWO.O
?00.18-1.03031 trtM*5 XJ-1.W LBWM-0.02 NFS-1.5E*II NEFF-I .B02E-2
?NSW.O TPB-1.0 NW* WWJ9BE-I2 CEW-J30E-I2 CEW-2WE-12 W19OE-0
NM.S CJSIM00E-12 USU-0.2S
?
.END
******* 11/07/90 ptpiet 1,91 . j|U, |n I9l9l 119**
1ITU BPKT Dl
n*> HBSFET ROOEL PRnMLILRli
ft************* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IIIIIMMIIHMMMIIIIMMHIMMWII
MEV POEV
ms raos
LEVEL 2 2
TPO -t
U WO.W0O00E-W 9W.B0O0BOE-W
0T0 t -I
*
KP 99.2909ODE-W 91.070290E-W
OMtM I.39M .070003
PHI .0 .0
LBMM .02 .02
NW 22 99
CJ 3W.000OO0E-Ot 1W.009000E-M
CJSU 9W.000000E-12 WO.WOOD0E-I2
IUSU .3 .25
COB) 3W.0DDW0E-I2 390.BW0WE-12
CWD 3W.BO0W0E-12 3W.W6WBE-12
COW 2W.9W0WE-12 2W.WWWE-12
NSW I0.BO00O0EMS t0.0O0O00El5
m o o
NFS 2tt.M00WEM IW.MWWE*M
TO* 90.BBWWE-W W.WWWE-W
XJ 070.0B900DE-W t .flnmnnf-M
W OW 190
UniT 1.0000ODf*0t 1.0000WEHM
Him IW.WD0WEO3 1W.WWWE*03
REFF .01001 .01002
OEITR 1.2M9 1.93031
?HHH Wftrfm yrrrm T**iv* VJfl - *ty IVM ?*???? IO:Sli19""
TITLE OPRHP CR
on W TBJBUFEN WMES TETrEWTURE 2T.W0 DEC C
||||MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIMIIIII
INP
(1) ' -0.9BWEW -9.0W0EW 0.0D0BE*W 3.00WEW 0.0BWEW
-O.BOOE-09
-7.S00E-M
-T.BDOE-03
4.S00E-O3
-0.O00E-O9
4.90BE43
-9.0O9E-O9
-1.SWE-03
-1.O30E-O9
-S.SODE-tt
-3.000E-O
-2.S0BE-O3
-2.B00E-O9
-I .SDK-OS
-1.BD0E-03
-S.OME-01
0.000EHR)
5.B0BE-O1
I.BHE-09
l.tOOE-OS
2.0WE-03
2.90K-O3
9.000E-03
9.UOE-03
1.00OE-O3
1.SO0E-OJ
S.000E-O3
5.50OE-M
t.OOBE-03
i.SBBE-aS
T.OBOE-03
7.S60E-03
O.WOE-03
1.BWE-W .
3.2B1E-05 .
2.0B3E-05
2.50BE-O5 .
2.I32E-W .
1.7551-05 .
I.979E-W .
I.3ME-05 .
I.2WE-W .
-J.MIC-M .
-2.T91E-01 .
2.730E-O1 .
1.921E-W .
I.I10E-05 .
7.799E-W .
7.297E-W .
O.MTE-M .
O.t-VK-07 .
-2.B91E-W .
-3.10K-01 .
-0.291E-01 .
-O.TOIE-W .
2.990E-O1 .
I.ISSE-W .
7.106E-07 -
-5.2I5E-W .
-0.951E-W .
-I.2HE-05 .
-1.M2E-05 .
-3.3ME-01 .
0.103E-01 .
-I.HOE-Ot .
-0.197E-W .
aa*** 11/97/90 PSp|M 1,01 - July, I9W** UiJIiH *******
titu BFfjrcn
aa EMU BIOML BIW EOLVTIW TEWERHTVRE 27.0W BEE C
jlnun I r 1 1 1 1 t r tt tt tt T t
'
t r r r 1 1 1 r i ttt tt t t t i n t r r r t r t 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
RtBE MLTNBE NBDE IMLTNBE NODE OBLTRBE BODE BOLTME
( 1) t.WW ( 2) -O.WW ( 1) B.WW ( 9)-S2.99E-W
(II.9) 3.9009 (X1.I) 1.91H ( XI.7) -I.W10 ( NI.O) -1.9929
(K1.I0) 2.93W (XI. It) -.9209 (XI.20) -.WW
ODLTOOE SOURCE CUMENTS
ODD -7.0I9E-09
VSS 7.B15E-05
VHP 0.0OSW0
XI .WS OOOCCOO
TOTBL PBNEB BISSIPNTIW B.12E-01 WnS
mm* ii#Wft *hhh Mvioi 1.01 - jiv. tow >i\,n*
1ITU0PRBP CR
aa m BHH.yf.|( TElTEffiTUNE - 2T.0W DEC C
ttt"ttttiii
LEBTW:
FKB W(0)
I.WWE-01 l.BWK-W t.WWE-92 1.WWE-01 I.WWE*W
1.00**01
l.290E*O1
l.99JS*0l
I.O0SX*Ot
2.912E*01
1.Ib2E*01
3,WIE*0I
5.0I2E*01
l,J10E0l
7.0ME*0I
I.O00E*O2
l.aS0E*A2
I.903M2
1.5E*02
2.912MH
3.1*2*fl2
3.901E*O2
-.0IJM*
*.3IE*02
T.M902
1.00OE*09
1.250E*03
l,9BK*03
l.05E*03
2,9I2E*99
3.1i2E*Q3
J.9D1E*09
5.0I2E*03
1.9101*03
T.0UEO3
I.ODOE*01
l.2SK*0t
I.JWHH
l.tSE*04
2.SI2EXH
S.li2E0t
3.99IE(H
5.0I2EHM
,9I0E*W
7.UE*
l.0D0E*09
l.25K*05
l.909E*09
l.*V2*d5
2.9I2E*03
l.tl2E*05
J.9IE*09
S.BI2E*05
t.JIOMB
7.M3E*05
l.0OOEW
l.2HE0t
I.3BSM0
1.tt5E0t
2.9I2E*W
S.lt2E*fli
9.90IE*W
S.012EHH
e.3IOE*W
7.M3EOt
l.0BE*O7
7.772E-TO.."..!
7.77IE-03 .
T.770E-W
7.7ME-03 .
7.709E-O3 .
7.7B1E-03 .
7.791E-03 .
7.W3E-03 .
7.720E-03 .
7.700E-03 .
7.BNE-03 .
7.SV3E-03 .
7.193E-03 .
7.312E-03 .
T.121E-W .
t.BOBE-03 .
0.90K-03 .
S.B52E-03 . *
9.221E-09 . i
1.5KE-03 . *
3.0HE-O3 . t
3.103E-03 . *
2.002E-03 . B
2.0ME-03 . *
l.t92E-09 . *
I.2BBE-03 . ?
9.012E-W .
7.27BE-01 . *
9.2191-01 .
3.73IE-01 . *
9.220E-O1 .
3.W2E-IH . *
9.091EHM .
7.022E-M . *
I.092E-03 . ,B
I.3O2E-03 . . ?
1.70TE-W .
2.2BDE-03 . ?
Z.9IIE-03 .
3.M0E-B3 . *
1.009E-W . 1
S.BBBE-03 . ?
7.122E-W . t
0.352E-03 .
I.I7BE-02 . ,B
I.W3E-02 . . ?
I.OfrtE-02 . S
2.3HE-02 . 4
2.992E-02 .
3.707E-02 . *
1.090E-02 . w
5.B2IE-02 . ?
7.209E-O2 . B
0.B17E-O2 . >
l.ttlE-Ot .
B
I.SSSE-OI . , ?
I.02W-9I .
B
I.011E-01 . ?
2.19K-01 . ) ?2.155E-0I .
2.009E-OI .
aaa* 11/07/90** PSelM 1.01 - July, 19W ~~" I9i91i9 *******
Tim ararr n
aa RC NMLYSIE TEHPEMTUHE 27.0W DEE C
Wt|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMMMMMMMMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIMIII
FNEO *K0)
()
I.B0BEOl
1.2591*01
1.999E<01
l.0NE*0l
2.9125*01
1.1EX01
3.N1E*01
S.OI2E*OI
l.9IDE*01
?.M3E*0I
I.B00E*O2
l.2S0E*02
1,999E*02
l.*9S*02
2.912E*02
S.li2E*02
9.niE*02
S.OI2E*02
.9IOE*02
T.M3E*02
l.0O0EO9
1 .25*1*09
l,99SE*03
I.WSE*03
2.912E*03
S.1i2E03
9.901EO3
S.0I2E*03
l.310Ee3
7.01SE*n
i.iooeoi
l.3SBE*M
1.9B9E*01
i.nsEoi
2.9I2E01
9.IUE4H
9.99IE*01
E.0I2E*H
t.910E*01
?.tE*01
1.O00E*OS
I.2S0EHB
I.595EHB
I.995HS
2.512E*09
J.I*2E*05
9.901E*W
S.0I2E*05
l.91BE*09
7.MX0S
1.000EHW
l.25K*M
l.909E*M
t.0B5E*QC
2.5I2E*W
S.IUE*OI
9.W1E*O0
5.6I2E*M
i.91BE*
7.UE*M
I.BHE*07
-2.WWE*02 -I.WWE*02 O.ODWE*W I.WWE*02 2.0000E*02
I.T90E*02 . t (
1.7071*02 . ..
I.701E02 .
I.77E*02 .
1.TT1E*02 .
I.M7E*02 .
I.799E*02 .
I.7HE02 .
I.739E*02 .
I.7IBE*02 .
I.C97E02 .
I.(7IE*02 .
I.H8E*tn . a
I.MtE*02 .
I.99*02 . a
I.1ME*02 . *
1.197E*02 . a
I.3ME*02 .
1.290E*02 . a
I.22M*02 . *
1.1WE*02 . a
I.003E*02 .
I.B93E*02 . , ii ,
0.7SSE*0I . <?
9.192E*01 . B
B.M1E*0I .
T.920E*01 . a
7.030E*0I . ?
9.717E*0t . B
3.13E*0I . ?
-7.172E-0I . s
-3.3o6E*0l . *
-3.919E*01 . a
-.1I0E*0I .
-7.I0TE*01 .
-7.575C*0I .
-7.9I1E*01 . a
-O.I70E*01 . *
-0.970E*01 . a
0.5315*01 .
-O.OME01 . a
-B.777E*0I . ?
-0.07BE01 . a
-t.073E*OI .
9.063E*01 . a
-0.lilE*OI .
-9.209E*01 . a
-.9*3E*OI . *
-9.92IE*0I . a
-t.W7E*0t .
-9.00BE*01 . a
-I.013E*02 . *
t.0HE*02 . at
-1.MIE*02 . a
-I.120E*02 . B
.|.IB0E*02 . *
-1 .2135*02 . a
-t.3IBE*02 .
-I.997E*02 . a
-I.101E*02 .
-1.S79E*S2 , a
TOTRL JWTIflE 19.W
bmbbbb II/B7/W** PStloa 1.01 - July, I9W *** |t,K,i aaaaaaa
TITU OU OF-VI*
CIRWIT OEWRIPTIW
ii * nun nm mi
? OPEN LBOP BIFFEREHTINL MIR MB F192WEHCV REMONCE
* TMNSISTBM ORE OMIN MTE SOURCE BWSTMTE
*
.SNOOT BPNNP 12 9 19
OIFFEREHTIRL Ht
II i 20 7 7 WEV L-IW U-IW
2 9 1 1 7 NDEV L-IW H-1W
13 ( i I I POEV L-IW V-2QU
*\ 1 1 I 1 POEV L-IW N-2W
m 7 B 2 2 NDEV L-IW U-SW
i
B9TP0T ETNSE
IK I 5 t 1 POEV L-tW U-15U
IB 0 2 2 NDEV L-IW IMW
1
VDLTBBE BIBS
*J It If 11 POEV L1W N-129
M It 11 10 10 POEV LHW U-I2U
It 0 0 II II POEV 11W N-12V
11 1 1 2 2 WEV L-IW U-3W
t
OMF 9 t 200PF
m 1 20 BC O.W7070i1
i
.Ens
TOB SUPPLIES
HOIBOCf
9R20BC-0
IIPtfT flOHHLt
mm j o r o w o
lll# 1 0 DC 0 M I
I
*
XI I 2 9 1 9 OFRflP
.OFTIOW IIRPTS-OOW ITII-9W0 PIVTOWE-19
.Bt
llf>
-BE-3 OE-3 0.0005
iFltT OC 0(9) (-0,0)
Bt DEC IB 16 I0NEB
.FUT NC -(>
.PUT NC VP(t)
IIIITH BUT-tO
I
NOOELS
t
DEL HEO MBS LEUEL-2 LO-0.1U T0X-50OE-I0 NSW-1E*I< VTO.1.0
fM*>I.JMB PNI-0.0 W-OW UERP-0.0 OCRIT-I.KB OTRR-0.0
OQ.rB.1.2105 WNX-1E*5 KM.B7U LRnOVO.02 NFS-2E*11 NEFF-1.WIE-2
BWI.O TP5--I.0 REH-22 WWJ90E-I2 CEW2WE-12 WW-390E-12 OJODE-0
HLM.S CJStMBOE-12 IUSU-0.3
i
raa na ran non.-* u-o,w twwde-io nwb-io.oe*i9 orei.o
?WNM.B70003 PNI-O.i UM50 UEXP-0.0 UCNIT-I.BEi UTFaVO.O
?pttTO-l .93031 WHf-IE9 XJ-I.W LNNBPIMI.02 NFW.9EM REFF-1 .002E-2
-OM.0 TPO-I.O OSH-OS CBS0-350E-12 CS00-350E-I2 COB0-2O0E-t2 CJ-I50E-B
*f .9 CJW-iOR-12 AJBH-0.29
aaaaaaa U/B7/W aB fto|M 1.04 - July, 19W aaaaaaa iftigdt '
THUCNBOPIaT
an BBEFET ROOEL PRRMCIUU>
tttt>tttaMt>imMMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIHMMIIIIIHMMM
NDEV POEV
NWS PROS
LEVEL 2 2
TPt -1
U W0.WW06E-W 9W.WW0OE-W
OTB 1 -1
EF W.29090K-M 9I.B7029K-W
Btm I.9SM .B7M03
PHI .0 .0
UOBM .02 .02
RH 22 95
CJ 3W.OB00O0E-M IW.OODODOE-Ot
cjn 9W.0O0OOOE-12 1W.0OOOOOE-I2
NJSU .3 .25
cno 9W.0000WE-I2 3N.0WWDE-12
con 3W.BO00OOE-12 3M.O00OOOE-I2
cm 2W.00WWE-I2 2W.0OOOWE-12
USUI t0.OOO0ODE*tS 10.00M00E*tS
BR 0 0
NFS 2M.00BDBDE*M 150.0000005*09
TM n.oowwE-n n.oooowE-n
KJ on.aoBoooE-M 1 .00OQQ0E-tf
n on 130
UCRIT I.BOOOO0E*Ob I .BO0OOOE*Ob
inn IW.BW0OOE*O9 1W.W00O0E*O3
NEFF .01001 .01002
oa.TR 1.2409 1.93931
11/07/W' 1 Ptplot 1.01 - July, I9W ' I9ii* '
1ITUCXW0PMP
aa W TBNNEFER WHVEE TENPERRTURE - 27.OW BEG C
jiiiiiiiiiim
ilBF W
()- -O.BWH*W -9>WWE*W
4.O0OE-O9 -S.OT1EW
-7.SO0E-O3 -S.OUE*W
.*
-T.fOOE-99 -3.0E*W
.
4.S9DE43 -5.03SE*W .
-t.OBOE-09 9.019E*W
.*
4.5WE-03 -5.MIE*W .
-9.000E-H3 -9.7WE*W
.
4.S00E-O3 -5.7S*M .*
1.0D0E-O9 -9.720E*W
J.SODE-03 .S.iS3E*W .
-1,O0OE-O3 1.927EW .
*
-2.S0OE-O3 -1.I32E*W .
?
-2.0nE-03 -3.312E*W .
.I.SBOE-03 -2.4B2E*W . .
-1,tO0E-93 -l.019E*W .
4.H0E-01 -0.204E-0I .
I,B0BE*W -3.723E-B .
S.DOOi-M O.OHE-OI .
l,fO0E-O9 I.007E*W .
1.5O0E-03 2.3BK*W .
2.I0K-O9 9.I91E*W .
i.SME-03 3.MSE*W .
3.90OE-O3 1.tt1E*n .
I.UDC-03 E.I04E*W .
i.ntE-n 5.271E*W .
4.S00E4) S.33(E*W .
j.ooK-n S.36SE*W .
S.SOOE-03 S.3HE*M .
t.DDOE-09 5.123E*W .
MOE-OS S.HiE*W .
7.OD0E-O9 3.*HE*W .
7.5WE-03 S.1B4E*W .
I.O90E-O9 9.9WE*W .
O.WWE*W 9.00D0E*W O.BOWE*W
*a**a 11/07/90 -"aaaaa pj,|M 1|M . j|B) im aaaaao ta,eiH '
TITLE CHB OPtBT
an fRflU. ilCHRL BIBS WLVTIW TEHPERBTUNE - 2T.0W RC C
tllllllllllllllllMMIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
MRE MLTNBE NODE WLTNOE NODE WLTBBE WOE WLTRBE
( I) 0.00W ( 2) -0.WW ( 3) O.OOW ( 1) B.WW
( 9)-92.99E-W (XI.3) 9.9009 ( N1.0) 1.919* ( XI.7) -I.MI0
(XI.O) -1.9929 (XI.10) 2.33W (XI. II) -.9203 (XI.20) -.BOW
UOLTNOE BOUNCE CWREHTS
on -T.019E-W
VSS 7.0I5E-05
vim O.OWE*W
OINF fl.00OE*W
m.vn 0.000E*W
TOT* PONEN OlSSIPTfTIW 0.12EHH NRTTE
?mm \\mm"* maxm - wi* m mm* mm-* mm*
TITLE CKB OPRHP
nn rc RRRLVfIS TEMERRTVRE - 2T.0W BE* C
LEBEW:
?:tt<0)
FW W(0)
E*VT
l,W0E*01 1.049E*W . , a
l.250E*0t 1.5455*03 .
I.909E*0I l.019E*03 .
I.005EOI l.tHE*03 .
2.9I2E*0I l.0HE*W .
3.IB2E*01 1.*4SE*03 .
J.WIE*0I l.01IE*03 .
5.012E*0I l.i30E*O3 .
0.3105*01 1.030E*03 .
7.043E01 1.i30E*03 .
1,0005*02 I.K1E*03 .
I.25K*02 I.W7E03 .
1.9991*02 l,M0E*09 .
1.0tS5*02 l.555E*03 .
2.9I2E*02 1 .9005*03 .
3.t*2E*u2 t.H2E*03 .
9.W1E*02 1.999E*03 .
S.OI2E*02 1.24IE03 .
t.9IK*02 I.ID9E*03 .
7.043E402 0.(5t*a2 . *
I.OOOE03 0.2125*02 . B
I.2S0E*03 t.04SE*O2 . ? .
1.9095*03 9.0195*02 B
1 .0055*03 4.5*35*02 . *
2.9125*03 3,tT7E*02 . B
3.la2E*03 2.940E*02 . *
3.niE03 2.3ME*02 B
5.BI2E<03 1.0705*02 . *
t.3IOE*93 1.4905*02 B
7.tt3E*03 1.1905*02 . *
I.OOOE*04 9.4WE*01 . e
t.2505*01 7.5195*01 . ?
1.9095*04 5.9795*0) . B
1.0955*01 4.717E*01 . *
2.9I2E*04 9.7725*01 . B
S.li2*04 2.*0iE*OI . ?
3.niE*04 2,3005*01 . B
5.0125*01 t.MIE*01 . *
0.3105*01 1.9025*01 . B
7.943E*64 l.103E*OI . 1
1.0095*03 9,1T7l*W ,
1.2505*05 7.S20E*W . ?
l.999E*W 9.W1E*W , '.
1.0955*05 1.752E*W . *
2.9t2E*B 3.77K*W .
1.1i2E*05 3.WIE*W .
>.WIE*09 2.3O0E*W .
5.0125*05 l.090E*W . *
.31E*re l,911E*W . '
7.042EOS t.204E*W . ?
I.OnEW 9.02K-01 . *
1.2505*05 7.70SE-01 . *
l.9B9I*W 0.2095-01 . *
1.09SE*tt 5.031E-01 . *
2.3125*0* 1,1225-01 .
S.li2EM 3.1205-01 . ?
3.MIE*W 2.WIE-01 . *
5.0125*01 2.5I4E-01 . *
B.310E*W 2.234E-01 . *
7.43E*W 2.033E-0I . ?
I.H0EO7 I.OWE-01 .
a***** 11/07/W aaaaaaa Up,,, 4>M . jg,^ ,mmra |9i40i4**
TITU DBS OPPJT
aan RC RMRLY5I5 TEIBTORTURE 27,WO 050 C
HMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIHMMMIIMMIIIMIIIMIHI
rm #W
<) :w -i.wwh *W -3.WOTIvi v.vgon
1,0965*01 -9.9495-0!.... a
1.2595*01 -t.2S25*W . *
1,9095*01 -1.9TT6*W . a
I.9K5*0I -l.901E*W . .
2.5125*01 -2.1WE*W . (
3.1525*01 -3.I435*M . *.
9.W15*01 -9.939E*W . B,
5.0125*01 -1.0746*M . ? .
0.3105*01 -0.2S3EW . a t
7.043E*01 -7.054E*W . ? .
1,0005*02 -9,W1E*W . a
I.2S9E*B2-I.233E*0I . * .
1.9995*02 -1 .9395*01 . a
1.9055*02-1.0115*01 . *
2.5125*02 -2.3975*01 . a
3.1525*02 -2.0775*01 . *
9,niE02 -3.4*05*01 . a
5.0125*02 -4.10*5*01 . a
*.3UE*02 -4.702E*0I . a
7.943E*B2 -9.4001*01 . *
1.0905*09 -*.W76*01 8
l.259E03 -(.54**01 . *
I.W5E*W -7,001E*OI . a
I.M5E*03 .7.3025*01 . *
2.912E*D -7.711E*OI . a
3.1*25*03 -7.0705*01 . ?
3,niE*03-0.10DE*01 , a
5.0125*03 -0.34K*OI .
t,3105*03 -0.4035*01 . a
?.MJE*03 -0.5025*01 .
1.0005*04 -0,*7K*01 .
1.2515*04 0.74*5*01 .
1.9595*01 -0.0045*01 .
I.9KE*04 -0.0505*01 .
2.912E*01 -0.009E*OI .
3.lt2E*04 -0.t2IE*0l .
9.niE*04 -0.949E*0I .
S.012E*O4 -4.0745*01 .
t.910E*04 -0.9WE*0I .
7.949E*04 -t.02IE*0l .
I.0WEW -9.0KE*01 .
1.2505*05 -t.073E*0l .
1.9B9E*W-9.I04E*0I .
1.0055*05 -*.I4IE*0I .
2.512E*09 -9.1095*01 .
3.1*25*05 -t.230E*0l .
9.W1E*W -9.90*5*01 .
5.0125*05 -0.3005*01 .
0.3I0E*W -9.4935*01 . a
7.9H5*W 9.*2X*0I . a
l.tOOE*W -9.7035*01 . a
I.2M*U -t.909E*0l . . >
I.9B9E*W-I.024E*02 . a
1.9055*05-1.05(5*02 . *
2.912E*W-1,0WE*O2 . a
3.1*25*0* .|.I44E*02 . *
3.WE*M -1.2035*02 . a
S.OI2f*tt -1.2735*02 . *
9.3I0E*W -1.3935*02 . 8
?.M3E*0t> -1.4415*02 . *
.0005*07 -1.5395*02 . *
TOTRL JW TIRE 10.01
1 11/07/W *** Pp|M 1.01 - July, 19W aaaaaaa 20l1Tl9a aaaaaaa
TITLE ORB OMRP VMCSnP
ana CIRCUIT BEWRIPTIM
WIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIH
* HHUrUMIEV OPEN LOOP DIFFENEHTIRL WIN NW FNEDUENCV RE5PWCE
TMWI5TW5 NNE DMIH MTE WURCE 5W5TBRTE
.SOKXT OPMP 12 3 19
* OIFFERENTIRL RHP
HI 7 7 KEV L-IW H-IW
5 1 7 7 WEV L-IW U-ISU
IO t ( 1 I POEV L-IW H-2W
IH S i I I POEU L-IW U-2W
RS 7 0 2 2 HDEU L-IW U-3W
a
a
? WTPUTSTROE
RO 1 9 9 1 POEV L-IW H-IW
IR 9 0 2 2 NDEV L-IW U-3W
OOLTREE 0IN5
n 10 10 t I POEU L-4W U-I2U
R It II tt It POEV L-4W H-12V
iota It tl POEV L-IW U-I2U
Nil B 0 2 2 NOEV L-IW BOW
a
WS 3 20 DC O.W707044
g
.ends
* POIBa SBPPLIES
00 1 BBC*
9H2tR-t
a
' IRPVT f lORRLt
a
"IW 3 0 R 0 K 0
IINP 4 0 K 0 BC 1
B
a
XI 1 234 0 0PRRP
a
.OPTIONS LIIBTOWW ITLI-90W PIVT0L-I5-I9
BC VINP -BE-3 BE-3 O.BOOS
.HOT DC 0(9) (-0,0)
.BC DEC 10 10 I01EO
.PIOT m W(9)
HOT BC VP()
B
a
MOTHIVT-eo
a
' nOELI
a
.NDDEl WEV MW LEVEL-2 LO-0.4V T0H-90W-10 HWO-1E*l VTO-1.0
**WtBWt.aS0* PNI-0.5 UO-OM UEXP-0.0 UCRIT-t.OE* UTRN-0.0
B5LTR-1.24W 0MX-1E*9 XJ-0.07U LIMJIIHI.02 NFE-2E11 NETF-1.W1E-2
HHW.fl IPO1.0 RSN-22 CASO-3SOE-I2 Ca00-200E-I2 CBW-3S0E-I2 CJ-SOOE-C
*9.5 WW-9WE-I2 IU5N-0.3
a
.nOEL POEV PWS UVEL-2 LO-0.5U T09VSO0E-10 HSW-10.0E*1S VTO--t.O
*0MMI,079W3 !.* VD-4W KXP-0.0 WHIT-I.KO VTBJMI.O
-0Q.T*-I.93B31 VMX-IE*5 XJ-I.W LMWO-0.02 NFS-I.5E*1I HEFF-I.B02E-2
WW.O TPE-1,0 R5N-W WW390E-I2 CE0O-390E-I2 CEO0-20O5-I2 CJ-1905-4
>0.3 CJ3H-40K-12 NJSv-0.25
.En
aaaaBBa II/07/W "aaaa ftsloa 1.04 - July, 9W aaaaaaa 20ll7l92 '
TITUOI
ii.ii.iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii i iiiiiiniM
NDEV POEV
MOS PROS
LEVEL 2 2
IPO -1
Lt 4W.0W0W5-09 9W.W0WUE-W
0T0 1 -t
KP W,29VJWE-M 91>9T029K-W
atm 1.350*
PHI .0 .0
UWBU .02 .02
REM 22 W
CJ 3W.0BOSOOE-W IW.I
CJW 9W.0W0WE-12 4W.0000W5-I2
HJSU .3 .25
CfW 3W.0WWDE-I2 3W,09WW5-I2
CBU 3W.OO0000E-12 SW.0DO00SE-I2
C5W 2W,VWWUE-I2 2W,W0D00E-12
NSW IO.00ODDOE*15 10.0000005*15
NB 0 0
BFS 2M.0WW0EM tW.BOD0pK*M
TW W.ODWOOE-W N.OWOWE-W
KJ On.OOOOWE-W I.OOOOOOE-W
90 000 130
UCIIT I.O0BOME*M I.MOOOOE*M
VBJR IWiOOOOOK*W 1W.00O00R*W
NEFF .01001 .01002
OELTH I.21W 1.93031
aa*a ||/07/W ******* PSplOa 1.W - July, I9W aaBaaaa 20ll7l92
TITLE CKB OPMP BNCOnP
an RC TRRMSPER CURVES TERPEMTWE * 27.0W OEE C
T'TH'TTT TT-TlllTinilllllllll 1 1 II I lllllllllllll
tin
<)
-t.CWE-W
-7.S00E-W
-T.gOOE-W
4.500E-B3
4.000E-O9
4.90DE-09
-5.000E-O9
4.SO0E-OS
1.000E-W
4.S00C43
O.OOOE-n
-2.S0DE-O3
-2.0OK-O3
-I .5095-03
-1,0005-03
4.0005-04
0.00K*W
S.ODK-04
I.OOOE-W
I.S00E-O3
2.0001-03
2.MK-03
9.000E-O9
S.SHE-OS
4.0O0E-03
4.S00E-03
S.00OE-O9
5.S0OE-O3
(,0005-03
t.SOOE-03
T,fD9E-03
7.500E-O3
t.ODDE-03
-*,0W0E*W -3.00WE*W 0.00WE*W 3.0WOEW O.OWOE*W
B74E*W .
052E*W .*
049E*W .*
B35E*W .
019E*00 .
MIE*M .*
TWE*W
7S45*W .
72WW .
(S3E*W . ?
927E*W .
1325*W .
3I25*W .
4*25*W .
*495W .
2015-01 .
723E-W ,
09(5-01 .
,(075*W .
3WE*W .
191E*W .
09X*W .
,0I4E*W .
IMC*W .
2T4E*W .
32*E*W .
3UE*W .
3f*E*W .
423E*W .
44*E*W .
.40*E*W .
401E*W .
9WE*W .
nann H/07/W" PtplM 1,04 - July, I9W aaaa 20i17i92 ****
TITLE CMS OPMP IBKOnP
Ban MRU. OIMNL OIK WLVTIW TnTOTrUTC 27.TOO DES C
< ai > iMimiMiniaaaaaatta
BBDE WLTRBE BODE NBLTBBE WOE WLTME NODE UBLTBOE
( I) O.BDW ( 2) -O.OOW ( 3) O.WW ( 1) O.OOW
( 9>-32.S95-W ( Xt.S)
S.WOS-
( XI.O) 1.314* ( X1.7) -I.WIO
(Xl.O) -4.3929 (XI.10) 2.93M (XI. 11) -.92W (XI .20) -.WW
BOLTWE SOURCE CUMENTS
WD -7.0I9E-M
VSS 7.015E-05
tin t.0W5*W
HIM* a.OD0E*W
xi .on o.owe*w
tiniPNTIW 0,425-04 BJTTTS
aaa* 11/07/90 aaaaBaa p;,,,, ,W - j,^ |m aaaaaaa 20|ITl *******
HTLE CROS OPRHP BBCOHP
an R RNHLV9IS TEHPEIOTTWE - 27.0W OEt C
.jiiiiiiiiiim"ii'imnnnnir rrnirmi
LEBOB:
?: nm
FW W(0)
()
1,0O0E*OI
l.259E*0l
1,9095*01
1.0955*01
2.9121*01
3.1(25*01
3,9015*01
5.0125*01
,310E*01
7.0435*01
I.B0OE*O2
1.2595*02
1,9095*02
I.MS*02
2.912E*02
S.I*2E*02
3,niE*02
5.0125*02
t,3IK*02
7.0435*02
I.OWE03
1.25*5*03
l.999E*03
1.9955*03
2.912E*03
3.1(25*03
3,niE*03
5.0125*03
*,31K*03
T.*43E*03
l,W9E*04
l.2S*04
l.909E*04
I.NS5*04
2.9125*04
3.1(25*04
9,niE*04
5.0125*04
*,31fE*04
7.0435*04
l.fD0E*B
1.2595*05
l.9995*B
1.9955*05
2.9125*09
J. 1(25*05
J.1t*09
5.0I2E05
l.9IDE*n
7.943E45
l.00tEM
l.2S9E*0f
l.909EH
l.f9SE*M
2.5I2E*W
9.l(2E*tf
J.niEW
5.012E4*
9.3IK*M
7.943E*
l.tDOE07
I ?01 IJ *W I.WWE* I.B0WE*01 I.WWE*03
l,*19EW .
I.(4SE03 .
1.*49E*W .
1.(455*03 .
I.M9E*03 .
I.(4SE<03 .
1,0495*03 .
1.(455*03 .
1,0195*03 .
1.(455*03 .
I.0495*W .
1.(455*03 .
I,*49E*D9 .
I.*45E*03 .
l,019E*n .
I.(45E*03 .
l,019E*n .
1.(455*03 .
I.*49E*W .
I.(45E*03 .
1.0495*03 .
I.(455*03 .
I.M9E*W .
1.(455*03 .
1,0495*W .
1.(455*03 .
1.0495*03 .
1.(155*03 .
1,0495*03 .
1.(455*03 .
I.M9E*W .
1.(455*03 .
I.044E*03 .
t.(44E*03 .
1.0435*03 .
I.(4IE<03 .
I.(3K*B3 .
I.(34*fl3 .
1.0205*03 .
1.(105*03 .
I.*025*n .
1.5705*03 .
I.942E*03 .
1.4(05*03 .
I,4IBE*W .
I.322E*03 .
I.209E03 .
I .00(5*03 .
9.2I*E02 .
7.70(5*02 .
0,4995*02 .
5.2055*02 .
4.2035*02 -
3.44(E<02 .
2.70*5*02 .
2.2145*02 .
1.7705*02 .
1.4155*02 .
1.1315*02
0.0105*01 .
7.1095*01 .
nan ||/07/W **** p^,,, 1iM . jy|g( ing aaaaaaa 2Q|17|S2 aaaaaaa
TITLE CMS BPBBP NRCSflP
aoa BC RM9.VSI9 TEfVETKTWE 2T.0W RC C
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiintTtTT"rntirnr-i"'TminfitttitttiimiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiii
FW W(f)
(a)
I ,B09E*01
l.2HE*0l
1,9095*01
t.tnc*oi
2.512E*OI
3.1(25*01
9,ni5*01
5.0125*01
*.31K<01
7.0435*01
1.0005*02
1.25(5*02
1,9095*02
1.9955*02
2.912E*02
3.1(25*02
9,niE*02
5.0125*02
(,9IR*02
7.MSE*02
1,000E*O9
l.2S9E*03
l,505E*CJ
1.9955*03
2.9I2E0S
3.1*25*03
3.niE*W
5.0125*03
9.3i*n
7.943E*03
1.0005*04
1.2595*04
1.9095*04
1.(955*01
2.9I2EHH
3.1(25*04
3.ME*04
5.0I2E*04
(,9IK*04
7.(43E*04
l.09K*n
1.2595*05
I.9995*09
1.9(55*05
2,3126*
3.1(25*05
3,ni5*03
5.0125*05
.9I0E*
7.0431*05
l.tOK**
l.2ME*H
l.5HE*W
l.((SE*H
2.5I2E*M
S.I(2E*H
9,niE*W
S.BIX*M
l.31K*W
7.M3C*M
1.(005*07
0.00905*01 -7.10945-19 9.00W5*01
l THE 10.20
11/07/90 aaaaaaa ajp,,. <-0 . j,,,^ |W() 2(i13iU aaaaaaa
TITLE (TRW RIR
no CIRCUIT DEWRIPTIW
11 itinim i in in
INPVT NESISTMCE
TNRffi lETOffi ME Dffilfl WT5 50WCE 5VWTHHTE
ramomr 12219
OIFFEBEHTIBL Mi
ll ( 20 7 7 WEV L-IW M-1W
(2 S 1 7 7 NDEV L-IW U-ISU
B I H I POEV L-IW B-2W
M 5 ( I I POEV L-IW U-2W
IB 7 t 2 2 NDEV L-IW U-3W
I
CMO 90 2WPF
*
tOTPOT 5TBEE
M I S ( I POEV L-IW N-tW
17 ( 2 2 REV L-IW B-3W
i
VBLTME BINS
m It It I I POEV L-4W H-12V
M II II It 10 POEU L-4W U-12U
It ( t 11 11 POEV L-4W U-I2U
XII ( ( 2 2 HKV L-IW U-3W
t
<
4
OR 9 20 R 0.00797011
4
.EMS
* FOraWPFllES
4
noi or*
(S92*tt-t
INPUT 3IBHRLS
i
OIRM 3 0 OC 0 RC 0
IM> 4 0 R 0 W 1
(haul 3 5KB
(MOrtlORf
XI I 2 5 i 0 I
i
.OPTIONS LIWTS-MW ITL1-50W PIVTOL-tE-IS
'.ft VIR -R-3 K-3 0.0W9
*C (EC 10 10 I0NEB
Fltl R IMVmwI) IIKvueftf) W(3) M(1)
IIOIN WT-W
<
' N90EU
J*w 0*9 LEKL*2 LO-O.W T0X-9WE-10 WWI5*lt UTO-1 .0
MNIft-I.SSK PHI-0.( W-OW UEXP-0.0 UCRIT-I.OE* UTMM.O
pn.TB-1.yt09 WNK-IE*9 KJ-O.OTO U0V0FMJ.02 ns-25*ll NEFF-I.WIE-2
W-O.B TPO-I.O OSU-22 COSO-SSOE-12 CWO-2O0E-I2 CODS-350E-I2 O3D0E4
?W*9.9 CJ5N-WOE-I2 (OJSat-0.9
:jjgl PflEU PWS LEVEL-2 LD-fl.W TBH-50DE-IB HSU6-IO.OE*I5 VT0--I.0
*2"H,tT9W3 PNIIJ.t W-IW WXP-0,0 UCRIT-I.0E6 VTM-0,0
W.TR.1 .93031 IWBI-tE*5 XJ-I.W UVBUMI.W HFS-I.SE*I1 NEFF-I.002E-2
**R*0.0 TPS-I.O BW-99 C6W330E-I2 CWC390E-I2 C0W2WE-12 W190E-0
*M.5 CJSIi-4005-12 IUSO-0.25
4
.END
PSplM 1.01 - July, I9R ' 1 20l13lll
MM'HMMII
NDEV POEV
NWS PWS
L5W. 2 2
m -1
LB 1W.00WWE-W 9W.WWW5-W
070 1 -t
EP W,29030R-W 3I.070290E-W
HIIM I.3SM .079003
PHI .0 .0
LtJBM .02 .02
HH 22 W
CJ 3W.0DDOO0E-M IW.OOOODOE-W
cjn 9W.0WOWE-12 4W.W0DWE-12
USD .3 .25
on 3W,0DWW5-I2 3W.0WDWE-I2
con 3W.O0OO0O5-I2 SW.0O0O0OE-I2
CWD 2W,WWWE-I2 2W.WWVUE-12
ton 10.ODD00O5MS 10.0000005*15
no 0 0
NFS tM.OB0OBO5*M IW.00ODD0E*M
TR W.B0WW5-W W,WWWE-W
XJ B70.0OOO0O5-W 1.000000E-M
w WO 4W
KBIT t.OoOOOOE*M t.flOOOOOE*W
vnx iw,oooook*w IW.00000W*03
NEFF .01001 .01002
tan 1,2405 1.93031
nan 11/07/90 "aaaaa afplM 4.94 . j,,^ 1999 aaaaaaa 20,t3,|| aaaaaaa
TITLE OPPJV BIN
ana MRU 5IWHL BIW WLVTIW TEITEMTWE 27.0W RS C
uiiiiiiMiiii"i"tmnnnniiimnniimtTttmmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
JOE OBLTBK WOE WLTME NOSE 0SLTR0E WOE WLTRBE
( |) *.WW ( 2) -O.WW ( 3) O.OOW ( 1) O.OOW
( 9) O.OOW ( ) O.OOW ( 9)-32.99E-M ( NI.9) 3.90*3
(|1.() 4.314* (X1.T) -1.WI0- ( X1.0) -4.3929 (XI. 10) 2.3330
tHI.II) -.92W (XI .) -.WW
HLTME SOURCE CDMEHTS
RfE WHNENT
no -7.0I5E-W
vss 7.01SE-O5
tin O.OWE*W
(IHP O.O0OE*M
tNMl 0.0005*W
anal O.OWE*W
XI .90S B.OOK*W
TtTR. POHER OIWIPRTIW 0.42E-O4 BRTTS
aaan U/07/M** PSftloa 4.W - July, 19W aaaaaaa HllJlll aaaaaaa
TITLE OPta* l"
an R RNHLfflf TEirERHTWE - 2T.0W DES C
4IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIMIIKMMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII
LEBBB:
?: Itdbanl)
1 lfl(vaag#2)
.:MK9)
Si WK1)
FW) IR(M*1)
(?)-
W-
(>
)-
t.ODOOE-12
1.00005-11
I.ODOOE-20
1.0WR*W
I.00COE-I0 1.0000E-M i.OOOOE-M I.OOOOE-04
I.OVWt-W liOOWE-07 1.0UWI-W l,000R-03
I.OOOOE-tO I .00005-10 1.0000E-I7 l.0OOOE-l(
l.0WK*01 t.W0OEO2 I.OORE*03 1.0WK*04
l,(0DE*01
l.259E*01
1,9095*01
1.9(55*01
2,9I2E*01
3.1(25*01
3.9015*01
1.0125*01
,31K*01
7.M3E*OI
l,900E*02
l.254E*02
l.>t9E*02
1.9955*02
2.9121*02
3.1(25*02
0.9011*02
5.tl2E*02
(,J10E*O2
7.(4SE*02
i,(otE*n
1.25(5*03
l,9tOE*03
I.M5EHU
2.912E*03
S.l(2*(3
J,niE*03
5.(125*03
1,3191*93
7.M3E*OS
I.OO0EW
1.25(5*01
l.990E*O4
1.9955*04
2,9125*01
3.1(25*04
9,90IE*O4
5.(125*04
*.JIfE*t1
7.M9E*04
i,tnt*n
I.250M5
i.ttxn
1.M5E*R
2.9121*09
S.1(2E*0S
0.9)IE*n
S.(12E*0S
9,JI(E*n
7.9UE05
l.f90E*W
l.299E*
l.909E*W
I.9955*05
2.9I2E-R
>-IUE*n
9.9tl(*W
S.(I2E*W
*.9lt5*n
7.043E*ft(
l.tt9E*07
1.1735-12 N ?
1.4775-12 X ??
1.0WE-12X**
2.344E-12 X **
2.9945-12 X
3.725E-I2 X
4.7025-12 X
5.9445-12 X
7.9315-12 X
0.07(5-12 X
1.2245-1 1 X
I .57(5-11
2.04K-1I
2.MSE-II
3.993E-1!
4.04(5-11
0.9025-11
B.*4SE-t1
I .2005-10 X
t.(t4E-10X
2.I2K-10 X
2.7725-10 X
9.974E-I0 X
4.S73E-10 X
9.0IK-I0 X
7.377E-I0 X
9.32K-10 X
I.I7K-W X
I.409E-WX
I.072E-WX
2.39R-WX
2.071E-M X
3.74IE-W X
4.7105-M X
9.93K-WX
7.457E-M X
9.40K-WX
I.1B3E-W X
I.4RE-WX
I.B7(E-W X
2.9t1E-W X
2.073E-W X
3.743E-WX
4.7I2E-W X
9.932E-WX
7.4(7E-WX
9.4B1E-W X
I.1BSE-07 X
I.4W5-07N
1.97(5-07 X
2.3*15-07 X
2.0725-07 X
3.7415-07 N
4.7OK-07 X
9.920E-07 X
7.457E-07 X
9.3WE-07X
I.179E-W X
I.402E-WX
t.WIE-WK
2.33R-WX
B
? *
**
X
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Appendix II
Cross sections
RIT PWELL CMOS Process
Edward Sayre
Prof. Robert Pearson
Phosphorous 145Kev 1e12/cm2
StartingWafers
N-typep = 5-8 Q-cm
(N-) Punch Through
ion Implant
Photoresist
~13,000A
Boron(11)80Kev3e12
I I
7777777777777777////77/////////////////////A
---___-____-_ + + S- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ?
n-
Mask level 1 (Clear Field)
P-well Ion Implant
Resist strip and 30
minute anneal at 1000C.
Xj = 1u.m
3200 A
l
3000A
W///////////////////* l
t n-
> r } / > r r > r > i t > r t > > f-r-r-r
P-Well t
P-well drive-in
and oxidation
4 hrsdry 02
5hrsN2at 1 150C
ps= 14K 0/
Xj = 3.327 um
Resist
5i3N4
250A Pad Oxide
Oxide strip and regrowth
of Pad oxide at 950C for
35 min.
LPCVD Nitride deposition
at800C
Mask Level 2 (clear field)
Active/thin oxide
S13N4 etched dry in CM
Resist
Boron lOOKev lei 3
'/'/"'/"'/[ / > > > j > , i > ivYriZ
n-
immmummin
> > j > ' )"')"> "> }"> ) > J J T-r-r
++++++ + 4- + H
Mask Level 3 (mask level I )
Resist from photo level 2
not stripped before level 3
photo step. Field (P-) Ion
Implant. (2nd level resist
was striped during RIT
processing)
Phosphorous 40Kev 4e12
Si3N4
A
Resist
> } 1 1 \yyfjyyyy'-jyy, , , -r~z
r.v.-.v.v.v.
i i 1 1 1 i ft rv'i t i i it ft 1 7-7-7
+ 4- + + + + 4- + + -1
Mask Level 4 (mask level
inverse, dark field).
Field (N-) ion Implant
6500 A
LOCOS (Field) Oxidation/
and field adjust drive-in
5 min dry 02. 280 min
wel02, 5 min dry 02 . 20
min anneal
Xj = 3.775, p = 5.5Q-cm
ps= 14.73KO/ in Pwell
Wr-*\ \
Boron 35Kev 3-5 El 1
n-
Ui
200AS102
4- 4- + +
P
2 Nitride and pad oxide
removal regrow 200A Si02
Threshold voltage adjust
Ion Implant
thin oxide etch
500A gate oxide
Gate oxidation/ drive in of
threshold adjust implant
1.5 hr at950e CDry02
4500A Polysilicon N type Spin on dopant
t 2000A
Polysilicon Deposition by
LPCYDat610cC
Doping of polysilicon with
N-250 spin on dopant
predep
1000 C for 20 min
ps22 0/
Resist
Mask level 5 (clear field)
Poly Gate definition mask,
Polysilicon dry etched
800 A Si02 over poly
500ASi02over bulk
Thermal oxidation of poly
silicon and drain/source
areas. 950C in dry 02 for
35 min
Boron 50Kev 2e15
I 1 fm IBttOOOItlHOtttHOIltNOOOOIIl*+***9ftaj-awB'|ipw
n-
Mask level 6 (dark field) and
P+ source/drain Implant
After drive in
ps46 0/
Xj = 1.1 um
Resist
mm
n-
Phosphorous lOOKev 3e15
ui^J-w Mask level 7 (clear field)and N+ source/drain
implant. After drive in
ps24Q/
Xj = 0.87 um
Contact cut
BPSG
Hi^^^R^
Spin on Glass ( BPSG), 1000C
for 60 min denslfication
Contact cut Mask level 8
(clear field) contacts
etched in BHF.
Aluminum
Metallization by evaporation
ofAISi (3 pellets 3500A)
Mask level 9 (clear field)
metal photo mask
Al wet Etched
Process Summary
PWELL Junction Depth 3.6 um
PWELL Sheet Resistance 1 4K Q/
P+ D/S Junction Depth 1.1 um
P+ D/S Sheet Resistance 45 Q/
N+ D/S Junction Depth 0.87 um
N+ D/S Sheet Resistance 24 0/
Polysilicon Thickness 4500 A
Polysilicon Sheet resistance 22 0/
Field Oxide thickness 6000 A
Gate Oxide thickness 500 A
Spin on Glass thickness 5000 A
Appendix III
Process steps
RIT CMOS PROCESS 1.0
7/18/90
Processing Level Task Numbers
Mask Making A-0
PWELL 7-15
PWELL Drive in 16-21
Pad Oxide 22-24
Nitride and Active Region 25-31
Pwell Field Adjust Implant 32-36
N Field Adjust Implant 37-40
LOCOS 41-47
Device Threshold Adjust 48-53
Gate Oxide 54-55
Polysilicon 56-66
Oxidize Polysilicon 67-68
P+ type Source/Drain 69-74
N+ type Source/Drain 75-78
Backside Etches 80-82
Spin on Glass BZ-93
Metallzation 94-100
Mask Making - Assumptions; Mann file generated, Pattern
generator set up properly, Size and split run,
Process steD Process steD Descrmrinn
A Load Mask plate up and expose on PG
B Unload mask plate and label
(Clear Field Mask Process)
C Develop for 3 minutes in 4:1
developer/DI
D Stop for 30 seconds in ~200: 1
Dl/Stopper
E Fix for 2 minutes in fixer
F Dl Rinse for 2 minutes
G Blow plate dry
H Inspection
( Reversal, Dark Field, Process)
1 Develop for 10 minutes in 2:1
developer/DI
J Bleach for 5 min in Bleach
( 1L H20, 9.5mg K2Cr707, 0.2 ml H2S04)
K Clear for 5 min in clear mixture
(1LH20 90gmNaS0)
L Dl rinse for 30 seconds
M Blow plate dry
N Expose with light source for 30 seconds
0 Standard clear field development
process
Masking levels Type of mask
1 Pwell (dark field, reversal process)
2 Active/Thin Oxide (clear field)
3 P- Field adjust (same as level 1 )
4 N- Field adjust (Clear field, inverse
of level 1 )
5 Poly/Gate definition (clear Field)
6 P+ S/D (dark field, reversal process
of level 7 )
7 N+S/D (Clearfield)
8 Contact Cut (Dark Field, reversal process)
9 Metal 1 (Clear Field)
Task ** Device Wafers Control Wafers Task Description
1 all all Scribe
2 2,7,12 17,22 Four point probe
3 all all Standard RCA clean
4 all all Oxidation, 1000" C,11.5min
Wet 02 3.5 slpm;
Target; tox= 1 000A
5 2,7,12 all Nanospec
6 all all Implant P+ (31amu)
Dose= 1 e 1 2,
Energy=145Kev
7 all none Photoresist coat,
trac line 3 Program 6
8 all none Expose Pwell mask dark
field (level 1)
9 all none Standard develop wafer
Trac
10 all 16-21 Pwell implant B( 11)
Dose=3e 1 2,
Energy=80Kev
11 all all Anneal, temp=1000'C,
Time=30 min, 4 slpm N2
12 none 21 Grove and Stain
13 even *'s even *"s Four point probe
14 all 16-21 Buffered HF etch of oxide
Until wafers dewet
(~2min)
15 all None Plasma ash (~15min)
16 all all Standard RCA Clean
17 all all Oxidation/drivein
with TCA Clean.
Temp=1150'C,
4 hrs 4 slpm Oxygen.
5 hrs 4 slpm Nitrogen
Temp=1150'C
Total time=9 hours
Target;
Xj=3.3um, tox=3000A
18 even *'s all Measure Oxide thickness
19 all all Buffered HF strip of oxide
20 none all Four point probe
21 none 21 Grove and stain
22 all 16-21 RCA clean
Task * Device Wafers Control Wafers Task Description
23 all 16-2'
24
25*
even*'s
all
16-21
16-21
26 none Dummies
27 all none
28 all none
29 all none
30 all 22,23
31* all none
32 1-4,6-14 none
33 1-4,6-14 none
34 1-4,6-15 none
35 1-4,6-14 all
36 all none
37 1-4,6-9,11--15 none
38 1-4,6-9,11--15 none
39 1-4,6-9,11--15 all
Oxide growth with
TCA clean
Temp=950C, 35 min
4 slpm dry oxygen.
Target; tox=200 A
Measure oxide thickness
LPCVD Nitride deposition
14 min deposition
Temp=(L)703, (0795,
(5)813; 31% NH3,
30% SiH2C12,
Recipe *2;
Target; tox=1000A
Measure Nitride thickness
from bare Si dummies
Photoresist coat, trac
line 3 Program 7
Expose Active mask, clear
Field (level 2)
Standard develop
(line2 Prog2)
Dry etch nitride with
1 3 seem CF4 at
100 watts
Standard 02 plasma ash
Photoresist coat, trac
Line 3 Program 7
Expose Pwell dark field
same as level 1(level3)
Standard develop
(line2 prog2)
Field adjust Ion Implant
B(11), Dose=1E13,
Energy= 1 0OKev
Standard 02 plasma ash
Photoresist coat, trac
line 3 Program 6
Expose Pwell clear field,
Same as mask level 1
(level 4)
Field adjust Ion Implant
P(31), Dose=5e12,
Energy=40kev
Task;* Device Wafers Control Wafers Task Description
02 plasma ash resist strip40 all none
41 all all Standard RCA clean
42 all all TCA Tube clean at 950 C
5 min Dry 02,
4 hrs 40 min Wet 02,
5 min Dry 02,
20 min N2 anneal
Target; tox= 6500A
43 all all 1 min 10:1 HF dip and
Dl rinse
44 all 16-21,23-25 Nitride etch of fronts and
Backs as previously
etched
45 all all Etch pad oxide 10:1 HF,
2min
46 none 21 Grove and stain for
Pwell Xj
47 none 18 Four point probe for
sheet rho
48 all all Standard RCA clean
49 all all Oxidation for implant
950'C, for 30 min
Dry 02;
Target, tox=200A
50 1,2,3 Threshold Adjust Ion
Implant Dose=3e1 1,
Energy=35kev
51 4,5,6,7, 10, 15 17 Threshold Adjust Ion
Implant Dose=4e1 1,
Energy=35kev
52 8,9,11 18 Threshold Adjust Ion
Implant Dose=5e1 1,
Energy=35kev
53 all all Strip of Implant oxide
Buffered HF for 30 sec
54 all all Standard RCA clean
55 all all Gate OxideJCA tube clean
950C, time=1.5hours,
3slpm Dry 02,
Target; tox=500A
Task* Device Wafers Control Wafers Task Description
56 all all LPCVD Polysilicon
deposition. Temp=6i re
5iH4=45%
Dep. time= 52min,
Recipe *1,Target;
t=4500A
57* all all Doping of poly layer
N-250 dopant
Spin 3000 rpm 30sec
58 all all Prebake at 200'C, 15 min
59 all all Predep20min@1000*C
2 slpm N2
60 all all Dopant Strip 10:1 HF, 3 min
61 all all Four point probe
62 all none Photoresist coat.trac
line 3 Program 7
63 all none Expose with Gate oxide
mask (level 5)
64 all none Standard develop line 2
program 2
65 all Poly Si etch Dry using
1 0sccm-SF6,3.3-02
100 Watts
66 all none 02 plasma ash
67 all all RCA clean ; EXCEPT
10 Sec Max 10:1
HF dip
Task * Device Wafers Control Wafpr<? Task Description
ReoxidationJCA tube clean68 all all
950'C for 35 min
Dry 02, Target (5i)
tox-=500A, tox-800A
69 all none Photoresist coat, trac
line 3 program 7
70 all none Expose with Ptype S&D
mask Dark field
(level 7)
71 all none Standard develop
72 2,3,6,9-11,13,15 17-25 S&D Ion Implant B(H)
Ptype Dose=2e 15,
Energy=50Kev
73 1,4,8,12 none S&D Ion Implant BF2(48)
Dose=2e15,
Energy=50Kev
74 all none 02 Plasma Ash
75 all none Expose with Ntype S&D
mask
Clear field (level 6)
76 all none Standard develop line 2
program 2
77* all 16,18--21,23-25 S&D Ion Implant P(31)
Ntype, Dose=3e15,
Energy= 1 0OKev
78 all none 02 Plasma ash
79 all all Photoresist coat, trac
line 3, Program 7
80 all all Etch backsides of wafers
Buffered HF dip
Poly silicon etch (wet)
Buffered HF dip
(until Dewets)
81 none 16,23 Grove and Stain
82 all all Standard RCA Clean
83 all dummies Spin On Glass, BPSG
Emulsitone
Solution*827
@3000rpm for 30sec
84 all dummies Prebake 200C, 40 min
85 all dummies Postbake 1000'C,
60 min, N2
86 none dummies Step etch
Task * Device Wafers Control Wafers
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
87 all
88 all
89 all
90 all
91 all
92 all
93 all
94 all
95 all none
96 all none
97 all none
98 all none
99 all none
100 all none
Task Description
Photoresist coat, trac
line 3. program 7
Expose Contact cut Mask
Dark Field (level 8)
Standard develop
line2 prog2
02 Plasma Descum
50 watts for 2 min
Contact cut etch BHF
02 Plasma Ash
Dehydration bake
600'Cfor 15min, N2
Aluminum evaporation
3 pellets, target
t=3500A
Sinter 450'C, 30 min
5 slpm H202
Photoresist Coat, trac
Line 3, Program 4
Expose Metal Mask clear
field (level 9)
Standard Develop line 2
program 2
Aluminum etch at 40"C
02 plasma ash
Appendix IV
Simulations of closed loop circuits
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-1.1JtIO0 .
-4.f2tE00 .
-s.t&x-tt . *
-S.TZ0E .
-5.7S4E00 .
S.77KO0 .
-5.00IE*00 .*
S.I1fEOS .
-5.U5E*00 .*
-9.040E00 .
-S.K2E00 .
-9.074E00 .*
11/07/90 ******* rt-p|M 4,04 - July, 1090 ******* 20iW(92 ****
Hill IR1IRM10R
bob flOU SIStH. OIRS COLVTIOR TDO^RRTWE 27.000 DEO C
nniinnn min Mniiiiiniiiiiii mhhmi
m& M.TRJE HUE WLTRRE MBE WLTME HUE 00LTME
( 1) 0.0000 ( 2) -4.0000 ( 9) 0,0000 ( 9) 0,0000
( 9H07.7E-M ( n. 3,90(9 ( XI .6) 4.9143 ( XI .7) -1.5940
((1,0) -4.9125 CR1.10) (XI,11) -.9209 (XI .20) .0000
MURK I0URCE CURRENTS
OOO -T.010E-05
VSS 7.0Ib-0S
vim o.oooe*oo
XI .003 O.flOCtXX)
m& POUER DISSIPATION I.42E-04 BRTTS
MH4H UfflM *HHH Knit-, 4,M - All* WW HHH4 *):{*> HHW4
1I1U UnERRRTOR
on HC RMLYtlS 1tJ|-ERR7VRE - 27.000 DEC C
^IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIMMMMMMMMIMMMMMIiniMIIIMIIIMIMMMMI
LfKMD:
: WW)
mm
I.D0D0E-O2 1,00002*00 1,U0U0E*O2 1,0I00E*01 1.0900E*0t
1,K0I*01
l.lf**0l
l,90X01
I.OOSMI
I.9I2E0I
3.1MM1
},90IEOI
5.aiSl
(,9I(E*01
7.(43E01
l.00DE*OZ
l.2S0E*O2
l.903EOZ
l.09SE*02
2.9121*02
S.IbJMI
9,991E*02
S.I<3E09
(,9I(E*02
7.(43E02
l.fO0EO9
I.250M3
l,30SE*O9
I.WSMS
2,312E*09
1.1b4E03
9,901EO9
S.II2E*03
I.JI0M9
T.H3EH0
l.(flJDC09
l.250E*O4
l.90JE01
l.KE*M
2,SI2EM
S.lt2E*04
3.(011*01
5.t1204
(JIOMH
7.*43E*M
l,00(E*09
I.150E05
l,$e9E*09
1.KSE*05
Z.91ZE*0S
).1i2EB
J.(OIE*OJ
S.tl2E<05
(.911009
7.44E*05
I.OOOEW
i.asocoi
l.909E*H
t.MSMK
Z.912E*W
3.t(2E*St
9.901E*D
S.I12E*flC
l.3IOEn
7.M3E*Ib
I.OO(E*07
l.WPfOZ ,
l.257E02 .
9,99U*0I ,
7.04iE*01 .
0.9141*01 .
S.017E*01 .
J.900E*OI .
S.1ME*01 .
2.915E*01 .
1.MtE*01 .
I,507E*OI .
I.2*1E*0I .
I,D01E*01 .
7.05SE*O0 .
I.91K*00 .
S.R20EHIO .
9,9971*00 ,
S.tt7E*O0 .
2.5I(E*W .
1.WOE400 .
I.900i*n .
I.2f2fl0 .
1t009E*00 ,
7.07CE-II .
(.3J0E-O1 .
S.M3E-01 .
4.017E-O1 .
3.2D4E-01 .
2.909E-01 .
2.R57E-0I .
l.tME-01 .
I.3S4E-0I .
I.I19E-01 .
0.430E-IU .
0.109E-02 ,
l.tHUli .
0.941E-O2 ,
i.WE-02 .
7.I9JE-0Z i
7.R5IE-02
0.991E-0Z
I.M4E-01
I.244E-01
1.405E-01
I.001E-01
2.I56E-0I
2.949E-0I
2.05bE-01
9.949E-01
S.M3E-0I
9.949E-0I
4.1ME-01
4. 1721-01
4.134E-01
9.994E-01
S.75JE-II
9.190EHI1
3.RbOE-01
Z.090E-01
2.2S4E-II
I.I9JE-II
atom 11/07/90 ******* p$p|M 4.04 - July, 1990* 20iWi92
TI1U IRIURRIDR
K RMLVSIS TERPERRTURE 27,000 PES C
? I I'MIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIII
nn KD
<o- -I.R000EHR -9.00C*01 O,OD00E*W 9.0DOOE*01 1.0000E*02
l,00SE*O1
l.2S0E*0l
l.5S5E*01
I.90SMI
2.9I2E41
l.l(2E*0l
9.9(1E*OI
S.OI2E*OI
(,3IOE*01
7.(43E*0I
l.(00E*O2
l.2SE*02
1.S05E02
t.NSE*02
2,SI2E*02
3.Ib2E*02
3.9I1E*02
3.0122*02
,3I0E02
T.tt3E*02
1.0DK*O9
1.25K*03
1.S0R*09
I.NSE*03
2.312E*03
3.I*2E*03
3.9I1E*03
S.0I2E*03
l.310E09
7.043E*O3
I.OOOEHN
I.3SK-KM
1.503E04
I.WS*M
2.9I2E*01
3.lttE*01
9.(0IE*O1
S.(I2E*M
(,9IOE*04
7.M3E*M
1.990MB
l.2SK*Cfi
I.SOSEHH
I.M5M5
Z.JIZE*0J
3.II2E0S
9.901E*03
S.II2E*05
.9IOE03
7.(431*05
l.0(0E*0t
l.2S(E*M
l.009E<
I.NSE*0t
2.5I2C*W
3.IUE*M
3.(01E*K
S.0I2MX
MIOMS
7.MX*M
I.IUM7
9.551E*01 .
.43RE*R1 .
9.940E*O1 ,
l.277E*OI .
9.220E*0I .
O.I74E*01 .
0.190E*OI .
O.IIOE*01 .
9.007E01 .
9.M01 .
9.054E*OI .
0.IH2E*0I .
9.099E*O1 .
0.02SE01 .
9.019E01 .
I.I14E*0I .
9.009E*0I .
0.0052*01 .
9.001E*0I .
I.ONC*OI .
0.994E*OI .
0.0ME*O1 .
0.905E1 .
0.7tE0t .
0.973*01 .
0.4E0I .
0.954E*01 .
I.042E0I .
I.92E*01 .
I.907E*01 .
I,009E<01 .
I.R53E*0I .
0.015E*01 .
l.7t(E*01 .
0.712E*O1 .
l.t42E0t .
I,957E01 .
0.452E*0I .
0.922E*01 .
I.UIE*OI .
7.959E*01 .
7.7ME0I .
7.J9ZE*01 .
7.0O3E*0l .
I.S30E*0t .
S.M4E*0I .
5.902E0I .
4.5S2E*Ot .
9.732E*01 .
2.7E*OI .
1.901E*01 .
I.M2E*0t .
2.004E00 .
-t.703E*00 .
-1,S44E*01 .
-2.4ME0I .
-3.241E*01 .
-4.R23E*0I .
-4.720E*01 .
-S.334E*01 .
-5.030E*0I .
TOTRL JOB TIK 10.92
aaam 11/07/90- PSplM 4.04 - July, 1990** 20i00i2t *******
fITLE RIPPERERTIRTOR
bob CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIM
< CHOI OJHHP DEED IR IIFFERERTIRTOR
?
* IRJilSISTORS ORE OIMIH RITE SOURCE fUDETRRTE
!tacn OPRHP 1 2 3 4 0
<
OirPERENTIRL RHP
|| ( 3 7 7 HDEV L-IOU K-19U
j-S~2IL7 7 HDEU L-IOU U-tSU
n s 1 1 revt-iw U-20U
M S i I I POEU L-IW U-2W
IB 7 0 2 2 HDEU L-IW D-30U
I
(MpSOZOOPF
?
* DnPOT tTHSE
K I 5 I 1 POEV L-IW U-1SU
17 0 2 2 HDEU L-IW N-9W
* ULTRK OIK
m ii to 1 1 rev Liau u-iai
H II II 10 10 POEU L-4W U-I2U
(11 0 0 II 11 rev L-4W H-12U
III 0 I 2 3 HSU L-IW U-3W
OK 20 1 DC f.00797044
4
.ERffi
> PDKR SIPPIIES
ODD 1 DC
MS20tt-t
i
? WW SIIHflLS
i
(IW 3 0 DC 0 RC 1
mm 4 o oc o hc i
' ttoln elroull
Did On Vin- Via* Vout
11 I Z 3 0 9 DPHnP
4
C19 9IPF
II I S IRES
.onions liittwdw itli^ow rium-iE-is
X Vim -IE-3 OE-3 0.0005
PlOt DC V(9) (-0,0)
M (EC 10 10 IDMES
AIT RC Vfl(9)
.PUT RC M>(()
Jlim WT-M
tm. NOEV UttS IXUEL-2 IM.40 TDJWME-10 HSUV1E*!* UTO-1.0
?DJfll-1.3590 PHI-D.O UD-OW tB^SmfWM WRR-M
1B.TR.I.2405 lfDtMt-tE*5 XJ-0.I7B UMOJH).02 W^^^JSJ!1;"0'" .
?XfW.O TPS-I.O RHM2 CWD-390E-12 CfDU-ZOOTHZ CSO0-JSDE-I2
W-9DOE-0
?W-3.5 CJSU-50OE-12 HJSH-0.3
moo. rev raos level-2 ld-o.w twwooe-io ihjw-io.oe*19 uto-i.o^^NI^illMSO DHM.O UCRIT-I.OE* IITRS-M
LTR.|.9909I WRJME*9 H>I.WU*^*\:UtW ,
bJM.O TPfl-1 .0 RSN-05 C0SO-S50E-12 CflOO-SSOE-12 C0R0-200E-I2
CJ-150E-*
4U-0.9 CJSH-4D0E-12 IUSIHI.29
4
I
a***** 11/07/90 ******* PSple* 4.04 - July, 1990 *** 2DlWl2t '
1I1U DIPPtREHTIRlUR
Ullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
HDEU rev
NRDS PROS
IEHEL 2 2
TH -
\M 1WilOOODOE-09 W.DDWDOE-09
UTO 1 -I
'
KP 99.290900EHM) 91 .07O290E-OB
1.3506 .070003
PHI .0 .0
.02 .02
HSH 22 99
CJ Stt.OOODflOE-Oi ttt.OOQOOOE-OI
CJSH 9W.0O0000E-I2 4W.O000ODE-I2
HJSU .3 .25
CDSO 9N.0VD0O0E-IZ 9W.D0ODD0E-1Z
COM) SM.DBBM0E-I2 350.000000E-I2
CDJO ZW.DOODODE-tZ 2W.000D00E-1Z
HSUO 10.000000E*1S 1I.D00000E*1S
ISS 0 D
ms 2M.ostaaDE*M ia.Rtnoi*>n
TOX W.090000E-D9 N.ODWOOE-09
XJ 070.000000E-DI I .OOOtMOE-M
00 DW 4W
RERIT l.tOMMtHM I.M0O0SE*flt
Wlfl IW.DOD900E*09 1W.ODODODE*09
REFF .01001 .01002
DELTR 1.2409 1,99091
11/07/90 ******* PtolM 4.04 - July, 1990 mm* n,m**
HUE DIFRMHTIRTOR
bob DC IRMWLR CURVES ILHPIHRIUNE 27.000 DEC C
^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H T T T llTITITTIItlllllllllllllll
oim *<)
4.DJDE-D3-1.49DE-07 .
-7.S00E-03 -t.004E-M .
-7.00DE-DJ -0.D04E-W .
4.500E-O3 -O.DtME-W .
-,00K-O9 -0.004E-W .
-3.9t0t.-O3 -4.KHf.-Oo .
-S.IOK-09 -0.004E-W .
-4.SOOE-03 -4.M4E-M .
-4.09K-O9 -0.004E-W ,
-3.S00E-O3 -4.D04E-W .
3.000E-O3 -8.004E-W .
-I.SOOE-03 4.004E-M .
Z.OOOE-03 -6.004E-W .
.I.SOOE-03 -4.RB4E-00 .
t,0NE-03 -0.004E-W .
.S.OOOE-04 -0.004E-M .
(.000E40 -0.DD4E-W .
5.0D0E-M -6.D04E-W .
1.0D0E-O9 -0.004E-W .
I.3U-03 -.004E-M .
2.000E-09 -O.D04E-W .
2.3O0E-O3 -4.M4E-410 .
9.DDDE-09 -0.D04E-W .
3.S0K-O3 -t.M4E-M .
4.0OK-O9 -4.004E-0I .
4.I0K-03 4.004E-00 .
3.OD0E-O3 -C.004E-W .
S.SOK-03 -4.0ME-06 .
I.000E-O3 -0.DB4E-W .
(.500E-03 -6.004E-* .
7,0WE-09 -0.004E-W .
7.50K-O3 -0.004E-W .
I.O00E-O3 -0.DB4E-W .
O.DWOE*W 9,DO0DE*W l.0O0OEW
aa 11/07/90 ftplM 4.04 - Jvly, 1990* 20iWl2*
TITLE OIPPEKHTIRTtR
aa (BJU. OICHHL DIRS 00LU1IIH TEHPEHRTUHE 27.0W DEC C
WIIIIIIIII'IIIIIHIMIIIIIIIIMIMMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIHMMHI
MDE IDLTME RODE UDLTME RODE VDLTME HOSE VOLTME
( I) O.OOW ( Z) -4.DDW ( 9) O.OOW ( 3>-l49.0E-O9
( 9H49.0E-W ( Xl.S) 3.90(3 ( XI.O) 4.9145 ( Xl.T) -1.5940
(XI.O) -4,9923 (XI.10) 2.5990 (XI. II) -.9209 (XI .20) .WW
O0L7RK SOURCE CVRKHTS
WD -T.010E-W
IHS 7.IIIE-05
vim I.OWE*W
XI .vos I.D0OE*W
TITSL PflUER RISSIMTIW I.42E-04 IRTTS
11/07/90** fjoio, 1|H . jyi^ )no BBBSBSB JOlWlZO "**
| ITU OIPPOKHTIRTOR
obs RC RHfllVSIS TERPERRTUK 27.0W OH C
HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMMIMIIIHMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IE0EM):
?:W(I)
FW WW
l,OOO0E-W
I.00DM1 I.27TE-U9 .
I.250MI 7.902E-O5 .
1,S09E*01 9.940E-O5 .
l.06E*O1 I.2S2E-04 .
2.312E01 I.ST7E-04 .
3.tt2E*OI I.WSE-04 .
}.W1E*01 2.499E-04 .
5.0121*01 S. 14*1-04 .
(,31DE01 9.9NE-D4 .
7.43E*0I 4.9ME-01 .
1.000E*O2 6.277E-04 .
l.25E*02 7.902E-O4 .
l.309E*02 9.940E-04 .
l.9KE*U I.252E-03 .
2.5122*02 I.ST7E-09 .
3,IbK02 I.MSE-03 .
9.9I1E<02 2.499E-09 .
S.tt2C*02 3.14(E-03 .
I.JIOtXR 9.9ME-09 .
7.(431*02 4.MtE-03 .
1.0DK*03 I.277E-03 .
1.259MB 7.W2E-03 .
I.J0SE*03 9.940E-03 .
I.MSMH I.252E-02 .
2.312E*09 I.S77E-02 .
3.II2E*03 I.905E-Q2 .
9,niE03 2.499E-02 .
S.0I2E*3 S.I47E-02 .
l.3IDE*09 3.962E-02 .
7.(431*03 4.MK-02 .
1.0DK*04 I.204E-02 .
I.29RMH 7.9I7E-02 .
1,305E*04 9.9T7E-02 .
I.995MM I.25RE-OI .
2.512MH 1.500E-O1 ,
3.1(21*01 2.000E-M .
3.WIE*04 2.540E-01 .
S.0I2CHM 3.24IE-01 .
l.3IOE*04 4.159E-0I .
7.(43E*M 5.3SIE-4I .
l.D00E*D3 7.101E-01 .
1.259MB 9.07IE-O1 .
I.SD5MB I.39SE*W .
I.W5M6 2.2S7E*W .
Z.SI2E*05 4.59E*W .
3.II2EXB S.t29E00 .
9.9(IE*03 2.009E*00 .
S.tl2E*DS l.t34E*tO .
I.9I0E*W 1,I90E*W .
7.(431*05 I.700E-OI .
l.0O0E*W 7.W4E-01 .
l.250E*0t S.C70E-0I .
1.3tSE06 5.219C-01 .
I.W5MN 1.70SE-0I .
Z.512E<06 4.944E-01 .
3.II2E* 4.075E-0I .
3,9I1E*W 3.W1E-01 .
S.DI2E*W S.U7E-0I .
.31DE* 3.405E-01 .
7.M3E*M 3.I35E-0I .
I.W0E*O7 Z.022E-0I .
I.WWE-09 t.DOOOE-OI 1.00WE*O1 l,0000E*09
aa 11/07/90 bbbbbbb pjp,,, 1<D1 . jy,B) ,m bbbbbbb joiODiZO
TITLE 0IPPOUJHTIRT0"l
HC IWRLVSIS TEKliTrOHE - 27.000 0E0 C
OIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMMMIIIIIIIIIIMMKIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
wg <9)
vy -Z.00ODE*OZ -l,DW0ED2 D.O0D0EW I.DWOEHR 2,D9WE*0Z
I.ODOE*01 -9.0D0E*DI . B
1.2591*01 -9.000E*01 .
I.993E*01 -9.0UUE*01 . B
I.WS*0l -0.0002*01 .
2.5I2E*01 -9.000E*01 .
3.1(21*01 -9.000E*t1 . *
3.99IE*01 -9.00UE*01 . B
S.II2E*0I -t.WIE*0l .
t.310E*01 -9.WIE*01 . B
7.M3E0I -9.0C1E*0I . 4
I.D00E*0Z -9.W1E01 . B
1.2591*02 -.WIE*01 . ?
1.309E*02 -9.0D2E*01 . B
I.NSE*02 -0.002E*0I . 4
2,J12E*02 -9.009E*01 . B
J. 142MB -9.W3E*0I .
3.W1E*0Z -9.0D4E01 . B
5.0121*02 -t.W5E*0l .
.310E*02 -9,007E*01 . B
7.(431*02 -9.0ME*0I . *
t.OWMQ -9.010E*OI . a
I.2SK*03 -9.0131*01 . *
I.305E*09 -9.01tE*01 . B
I.MSE03 -(.0211*01 . 4
2.312E03 -9.02fE01 . B
3.U2MB -4.033*0I . ?
3.W1E*03 -9.04IE*0I . B
S.OI2E*03 -0.052E*0I .
(.310E*09 -9.065E*01 . B
7.(43E*03 -9.M2E*0I .
I.OODMH -9.104E*0I . S
I.259MM -0.IS1E*0I .
1.59SE*04 -9.15E*0I . B
I.99SMH -0.2072*01 . *
2.5I2E*04 -9.201E*01 . B
3.II2MH -l.330E*0l . *
3.(01E*<H -9.4172*01 . 8
5.0121*04 -0.520E*01 . .
(,910E*04 -9.71C*01 . ,
7.(43t*04 J.0SIE*0l .
1.0DK*05-I.011E*02 .
I.2SDC*0S -I.0KE*02 . *
l.59SE*W-1.1WE*02 . *
I.W5E*05-I.I(0E*02 .
2.3I2E03-1.404E*92 . *
1.162MB l.333E*02 . ?
3.WIEHB 9.497E*0I , 8
5.0I2E*05 l.064E*0l .
l.9l(E<05 7.079E*D1 . a
7.9131*05 t. 1092*01 .
I.OOOE*0 9.901E*01 .
I.2ME*M 1.3032*01 . ?
1.SHE*W 9.459E*0I .
1.9951*0* 2.5271*01 . ,
2.5I2E*W 1,(05E*0I . , a
3.l*2E*0t i.(*4E*M . .
3.(01EM -2.042E*00 . a
S.OI2E*W-I.IME*OI . 4.
(.3I0MX -Z.D26E*01 . B
7.943E* -2.9S(E*0I . ?
I.WDE*07 -3,R97E*01 . a
TOTRL JW TIRE 15.32
FSpIo* 4.01 - July, 1990 bbb>bb 2t}i04i1T '
WITT SHIR RHPLIFIER RITH CH05 I
TRMSIfTORS HHE DHRIH ORTE SOURCE SWSTHRTE
mXI DPRHP 12 3 4 9
oirroaniRL rhp
|| 9 7 7 RKV L-IOU H-ISU
H 5 20 7 7 HDEV L-tW U-I5U
HJ ( I 1 1 POEV L-IOU U-20U
H 5 t I I POEV L-IOU U-2W
ID 7 D 2 2 HDEU L-IW H-3W
*
ConoSO 209PF
< WTPUT STRSE
01 1 5 ( 1 POEU L-IW U-ISU
IT 9 0 Z Z HDEV L-IW N-9W
UOLTME OIRS
n 10 10 1 1 rev Liw -i2v
M II II It It POEU L-40U H-12U
111 1 1 II 11 POEV L-4W H-12U
III 1 1 2 2 HDEV L-IW U-30U
*
WS ZD 4 DC 0.00797011
,BBS
4
PONE* SUPPLIES
4
(WI OBC
K3200C-*
1
IHPUT 3IIHRLS
mm a t oc 0 m 1
vim 4 9 ec 0 hc 1
4
> Min circuit
? Odd On Vin- Vin* Uaut
II I Z 5 0 9 OPHHF
II 9 5 IKS
MS SINEO
1
.onions nmrs-ww itli-sdw piotdl-ie-w
.DC mm -OE-3 OE-3 0.0005
rtn OC V(9) (-9,9)
.(C (EC It It IDHEt
.pin oc m(9)
.PUT RC VP(9)
>Kat
4
f
JIOTH WT-Sfl
I
DJDELS
.ODDEL RJEV HHOS LEHEL-2 l*0. TOX-SOOE-IO HStR>1E*1t VTO-1.0
WltM.3990 PHI-D.O 00-OW WXP-0.0 WHIT-1.0E0 WRR^D
?KI.TIM.2405 VHRX-IE*5 HM.I7H LRHDBM.02 mS-2E*H **-I.Mlf-*
1BW.D TK1.0 R5H-Z2 C5S0-J5DE-IZ C6W-ZWE-1Z W00-J30E-12 O3WE-0
*HM.S CJSIM00E-12 IUSH-0.3
?
.HDDEl PTJEU PIKIS LEUEL-Z LD-O.W TOH-900E-IO IISUD-I0.0E*19 UTO-l.O
*MHRM.07MXt3 PHI-O.C UO-450 UEXP-0.0 UMIT-I.OE* IITRR-0.0
*9tt1R"1 ,99091 VHRK-1E*9 HJ-1.W URDOR-0.02 mS-1.SE*11 HEFF-1 .002E-2
W4. T^I.0lSw9S C8S0.350E-I2 C00D-350E-12 Ct00-2OC-l2 OI50E-*
*M>.9 CJSII-400E-1Z ILH9MI.Z3
1
.DG
PSploc 4.01 - July, 1990 20i01i17 '
^imhihiiiiiiiiimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiihmimmmmmmmmm*.
HDEV rev
HMOS PROS
una 2 2
TH -1
u 4W.0DD000E-O*) 9W,0D0DWE-n
no 1 -1
KP 99.290900E-OI 91,079290E-W
HNtt I.35M .I79003
PHI .0 .0
UMM .02 .02
KM 22 99
CJ sw.ooonoE-o* l-tt.OOOOttC-O.
CJSU 3W.0U0000E-12 400.00WDOE-I2
tusu .3 .25
csso 9W.OOD0DDE-I2 9W.O9OOO0E-12
CSD0 3W.fluOD00E-l2 3S0.0O0O0OE-12
WW ZW.DDOOODE-12 ZW.D0W0OE-1Z
HSW I0.DMOO0EMS I0.000000*l5
WS 0 0
ms ltt.OatOOOE*M ISO.eWO0flE*M
TW W,D9WWE-n M,00ODD9E-O9
XJ 070.00O0O0E-O( l.tOOOOOE-O*
W wo 130
omit |.MOOOK*i I.OflO*OOE*tt
fflfff IW,D00O00E*O9 IW.OWOWE*W
HEFF .01001 .01002
DELTI 1.2409 1,99031
PSploc 1.04 - July, I9W ' 20ii17 '
aa U/D7/W
TITLE MI7V DRIH
aa BC TRRMSFER CURVES TIMtHHTVHE - 27.000 DEE C
'" min m
nm
-O.DDWE*W -9.WWE*W 0,WWE*W 3,IRJDDEW l,00WE*W
4.0WE-09
-7.5001-03
T.ONE-03
4.90K-03
4.0O0E-O9
4.SME43
-9,IOOE-09
-1.SME-03
1.000E-09
-3.500143
-3.000E-O3
-2.S00E43
-2.0WE-03
-I.50GE-03
-1.0WMO
4.W0E-04
l.000E*W
S.(0SE-01
I.900E-O3
I.50K-03
2.000E-09
1.90Cf-03
J.OOOE-09
3.SME-03
4.0II0E-O3
4.5001-03
3.00K-03
5.SO0E43
I.009E-03
1.500143
7iW0E-O3
7.S00E43
I.000E-O9
7.909E-W ,
7.4R4E43 .
0.9RSE-03 ,
*.40tE-03 ,
9.907E-09 ,
S.4R1E-03 .
1.909E-O9 ,
1.4MC43
9.991E-09 ,
3.493E-03
2.994E-03
2.495143
I.99K-D9
I.497E43
9.977E-04
4.M7E-04
-2.179E-07
-4.991141
-9.WIE-01
-I .4971-03
-1.990E-W
4.495E-03
-2.994E-09
-3.4931-03
-9.992E-03
-4.491143
-4.990E-O9
-S.4ME43
-3.9WE-03
4.407E43
-0.9DH-D3
-7.405E43
-7.904E-03
bbh*" 11/07/90 PSpIo* 1.04 - July, 19W** 20iO1i17 *****-
TITLE UHI7V ORIH
aa OHRU SICHHL 0IH5 90LU1IW TE7IORTUK 27.9W DES C
,111111111 IIIIT MTT T'tT'T TT
' TTTTTTtllll I 111 I Illl I II Illl 1 1 1 1 1 1
MDE WLTME ROBE USLTRJE RWE IMLTME HOSE OOLTME
( 1) O.WW ( 2) 4.0W0 ( J) 9,WTO ( S)-07.IE49
( 9H75.2E49 ( HI .5) 3.90(9 (XI.*) 4.9143 ( XI.7) -1.5910
(|,I) -1.9923 (XI.10) 2.S9W (X1.I1) -.9209 (XI.20) .WW
WLTME SOURCE CWREHTS
MTE C1HVEHT
OW -7.010E-W
OSS 7.016E4S
Vim -0.79IE-11
XI .MS a.D00E*W
TSTRL POHa DISSIPRTIW I.42E41 HRTTS
aa 11/07/90 bbbbbbb *fpl0t <,n . jylB/ }m bbbbbd 20i04i47*
TITLE URITV Mill
nai K RMLVSIS TtmPtlimiHE - 27.0W DEO C
w
' I
UOQB:
?: WW
Kt W(9)
-01
I.900MM 9.979E-01 .
I.25K41 0.079E41 .
1,9091*01 9.979E41 .
I.WSE4I 9.979E41 .
2.912E41 9.979E41 .
3.1*2E*OI 9.979E41
3.9511*01 9.979E-0I ,
5.0121*01 (.97*41 .
(,31K*01 9.979E41 .
7.943E4I 9.979E41 .
I,DWE*0Z 9.979E-0I .
I.259E42 0.979E4I .
I.9D9E*0Z 9.979E-D1 .
I.9ISE*02 9.979E41 .
2,9121*02 9.979E41 .
9.1*2E*02 9.979E4I .
3.WIE*0Z 9.979E-01 .
5.0121*02 9.974E41 .
(,9IOE02 9.979E41 ,
7.9411*02 9.970E4I .
1.0001*0 9.979E4I .
I.250E3 0.970E41 .
I.903M-J 9.979E4I .
I.9(SE*03 9.979E4I .
Z,5I2E*09 9.979E-01 .
3.1*2E*03 9.979E4I .
9.WIE*03 9.979E4I .
5.I12E*03 9.979E4I .
(.3101*09 9.97K-01 .
7.M9MB 9.977E41 .
1.000E*O1 9.970E-01 .
l.25K*t1 9.97SE4I .
I.59JMH 9.972E-01 .
I.MtEM 9.M7E41 .
2,9121*04 9,9(1141 .
3.1*2*01 9.9S0E4I .
3.99IE44 9.933E41 .
5.012MK 9.901X41 .
I,3I0E*W 9.0ME41 .
?.(4SE*04 9.790E4I .
I.0WE49 9.097E-0I .
1 .25*45 9.S43E4I .
1.509MB 9.910E41 .
l.9(SEflS I.9ME41 .
Z,9IZ09 0.944E4I .
3.I*2E05 7.970E4I .
9.9911*09 7.209E-0I ,
5.0I2E*05 t.52a4l .
(.9I0E*W S.757E-01 .
7.M3E4S 5.03SE-01 .
I.000E46 4.990E4I .
1.2S0E*(K 3.t*IE-0l .
1.903EW 3.4I4E41 .
1.992*1* 3.03t4l .
2.3IZE*W Z.09K-0I .
3.l*2EDt 2.97SE4I .
J.W1E40 Z.059E41 .
S.SI2E*0t I.720E4I .
I.310MHJ 1.1I3E4I . , a
7.9l3E*0t I.I1CE4I . .4
I.OWE*07 0.99IE-02 . a
I.WOOE*00 1.9000E*01 I.00WMR
11/07/90 BBBBBBB ty^ f.QB . Jy,^ ) BBBBBBB 20|04|47
titu mm ih
on RC RMLY9I9 TERPEWITUm - 27.000 DEC C
w|||IIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHMM*HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMMtM
FKt VP(9)
,.).
I.W9E41
1.2591*01
1.993141
I.995E4I
2.9122*01
S.IUE4I
9.WIE41
5.0121*01
I.9IK41
7.9131*01
I.OOJMB
1.259MB
1,995E*0Z
1.995MB
Z.JI2E42
3.1*21*02
9,WIE*0Z
5.012MB
I.9I0E4"
7.M3E42
1,0001*09
I.25K43
1.S9JE49
1.992*03
2.312E49
l.l*2E*t3
J.WIE43
5.(121*03
l.9IK**3
7.9131*03
I.W9MH
1.2591*04
1.9951*01
l.(9S*01
2,912E*01
).I(2E*M
9.!b)1E*01
1.0121*01
I.9I0E41
7.913MM
I.0ODE43
I.2591*05
1.59SE*W
I.99SM6
Z.512E43
J. 1*21*05
3.WIE45
5.(121*05
I.310E43
7.9131*05
l,(OK*n
l.29K*
1.S09E*W
I.M5E*H
2.5I2E46
ll*2Ett
9.901E-MM
S.(t2E*taj
I.319MW
7.9HE*0*
I.D0K47
-I.DWOMB 0 *W I.DDWE*0Z Z.WWE*DZ 9.OW0E4Z
I.DWE<02 .
1.0002*02 .
1.000E*UZ .
I.M0E*t2 .
I.0OOE42 .
I.R00E42 .
I.W0E42 .
I.I00E02 .
I.ODDMB .
I.W0E*O2 .
1.0WE42 .
1.0001*02 .
1,0WE*OZ .
t.MOMB .
I.799E*0Z .
1.7991*02 .
I,799E*02 .
1.7991*02 .
1.799E02 .
I.T9K*02 .
I.790E0Z .
I.797E42 .
1.797E42 .
1.79*1*02 .
I.793E*02 .
I.793E42 .
I.79ZE4Z .
1.7901*02 .
1.7971*02 ,
l.704E*02 .
I.779E02 ,
I.7741*02 .
I.707E42 .
1.7591*02 .
I.740E42 ,
I.735E02 .
I.7I0E42 ,
I.M7E42 ,
I.071C42 ,
I.*3K*02 ,
I .5971*02 .
I.54*E*02
I.493E4Z
l.4IOE*02
I.323E42
l.222E*02
l.10K*D2
9.04*1*01
0.51K41
7.1IIE*01
S.040E*01
1.1141*01
2.S4K41
9.5061*00
4.SWE4D
-2.2*71*01
-3.0*2*01
-S.42SE*0I
4.9J4E41
4.1271*01
-9.DWE41 '
TIRE 15.99
XBBBB n/07/90 8B t-SttiM b.b* . Jy,y| ,m,, 20i02i24*
TITU MIR OF 100
aa CIRCUIT OESCRIPTIM
11 i nm
ItniFIER KITH WIH OF IW
?
7HRWISTDRS RHE DHRIH SRTE SWHCE SWSTHHTE
.(WOT OPItT 12 3 4 9
s
IIFTTOEHTIN. RHP
II ( 3 7 7 HDEV L-IW H-I9U
12 S 20 7 7 HDEU L-tW U-1SU
0) ( ( I I POEV L-IW U-2W
M 5 t I I POEV L-IW U-2W
IB 7 0 2 2 HDEU L-IOU U-30U
CNtpSO ZWPF
WTPOT STRSE
It I 5 9 I PDEU L-IW IMSU
17 9 0 Z Z HDEU L-IW H-9W
* WLTME OIRS
M 10 10 I 1 POEV L-40U R-1ZU
M II II 10 10 POEV L-40U U-I2U
111 0 0 II 11 POEV L-4W H-I2U
II 1 1 2 2 HDEU L-IW U-30U
*
WS ZD 1 DC 0.00797011
,EWS
PDIEP. SUPPLIES
4
W9IIDC0
IB3200C4
t
IHPUT SIRHflLS
i
mm s o oc o rc i
i
Ihln Blmll
OM On Vin- Uln* Unit
II 1 2 5 0 9 I
II9 5I.07E*
IB 3 J 111
.bPTISMS LIRMS-MW ITLt-SOW PIVT0L-IE-I5
.DC Vim 4E-9 K-3 0.0W9
,IUT DC V(()
.DC (CC 10 10 10ICS
.PUT K Ml(t)
.run m upft)
warn
I
?
.IIITH DVT-W
1 WKIS
?
WJEL mp) MK LEUtt-Z U-0.4V T0X-50K-I0 R5W-IE*1* VTD-1.0
WtVM.SSO* PHI4.* W4W UEXP-0.0 UCRIT-t.OE* UTRR-0.0
W.TR-I,Z4W V7Kt-1E*3 XJ-0.07V Ultn>>0,DZ RF$-ZE*II HEFF-I.W1E-Z
HW4.0 IN1.0 RSH-22 CflS0-35OE-l2 C6W-2UC-I2 CWD-3SK-I2 CJ-3WE4
HH.3 CJ5B-500E-1Z IMSH-0,9
.JOEL PDEV PM03 LEUEL-2 L0-0.5U TtaKUdC-IO H9UR-10.0E*I5 UTO-~l.fl
WI974.079W9 PHI-V.O V0190 UEm-0.0 VCHIT-I,K UTRH-0,0
?HTM .93031 IR9W-1E5 XJ-I.W UHWM4.02 HFS-I.SE*I1 HEFF-1 .002E-2
WWI.O TPS-1,0 RSH49 WS0-390E-IZ CW9-990E-I2 CW0-20UE-12 CJ-I90E4
4M.S CJUMtOE-12 HJSIMI.2S
*
.OB
1 1 "I I II IMIIMIIIMHWIIMIMI I
HDEV POEV
HHOS PROS
UUEL 2 2
TPO -1
U 4W,WDDDK-W SWiDDDODK-W
VTO 1 -1
m W.29O90UE-W 91.070290E4S
torn 1.339* .07(003
PHI .0 .*
JfHM .02 .02
REM 22 W
CJ 3W.0tO000E4t tM.0000O9E4C
CJBI SW.ODOOOUE-12 4W.000000E-12
USD .3 .25
COW 3N.00OOWE-IZ 9W.0D0W0E-1Z
COW 350.00UOOE-I2 3W.0O0O0K-I2
WW 2W.0W00K-IZ 2W.0D000K-I2
HMD 10.0000001*15 10.D0OOOK*IS
WS 0 D
ms 2W.0OflflOK*M I50.0000QK*(N
TW W.OOOOQK-M 90,0000001-09
XJ 070.000000E49 I.0OOOOOE4*
VO ODD 490
OMIT I.OttOOOE*Of I.OOD0O0E4*
mm IW.0OOO0R49 IW.0000002*09
KFF .01001 .01002
CELTI 1.2409 1.99091
aa 11/07/90 88888.8 n>o* 1.01 - July, 1990 "* 20i02i21
TITU MIH 100
aa BIVJ. SI9HRL DIM HLUTIW TE1b*ERHTUK 27.000 OES C
jiiHHHiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii inuinini
MK WLTME OWE WLTME RODE WLTME OWE WLTME
( 1) I.WW ( Z) -0.WW ( 9) D.WW ( SHZ1.S-W
( 9M3.42E-W (XI.5) 3.90(3 (XI.O) 4.3115 ( X1.7) -1.5940
(11.9) -4.9925 (HI.10)
2,3990'
(XI. II) -.9209 (XI.20) .0000
ODLTME 00WCE CWREHTS
MK C9HHEHT
WO -T.01K-W
VSS 7.0I4E-0S
Vim -1.Z4ZE-I1
XI .WS I.MOE*M
TOTRL PWER OIMIPRTIOH I.42E41 WnS
11/0-790 bbbbbbb f^^ 1|M - July, 19W** 20l02l21"
TITU 9BIH Or 100
bob K HHRLVSIS TEIb*ERRTUK - 27.000 OEt C
^|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIMIIHHMHHMMMMMMIM*MMMIIIIIIIIIM
UKW:
4: OKI)
FKO W(9)
I.D00UEH
l.(WE*0l 9.M7E4I .
I.25K41 *.*47E4I .
I.999E4I 9,*47E*0I .
1 .99941 9.*47E4I .
2.3I2E41 9.047E41 .
3.1**41 *.*47E41 .
3.WIE4I (,?47141 ,
5.01JE41 *.*4K41 .
.9IK41 9.94K41 .
7.94*41 9.64*41 .
I.0WE4Z 9.(4X41 .
1.25**02 *.*45E4I .
1.WX4Z 9.04X41 .
I.9ISMB 9.H1E4I .
2.9121*02 9.990E4I .
3.I*K<02 9.*3X41 .
9.9011*02 9,2X*01 .
S.0I2E42 9.1*41 .
t,2IK42 9.S92E4I .
7.94**02 9.56*41 .
I.0OK49 9.31K41 .
1.25*43 9.13*41 .
1.99X49 9.9I4E4I .
I.W5E43 9.I3S4I .
2.312E49 0.071E41 ,
3.IUE43 1.49*41 .
9.WIE49 7,997141 .
5.S12E43 7.34IE41 .
(.3IK49 (.97*41 ,
7.943E43 5.73*41 .
1.900E*O4 4.00*41 ,
1.25**01 4.00*41 .
1.90K41 3.99X41 ,
I.99SE44 2.727E41 .
2.9I2E41 2,19*41 .
3.MX44 I.7*X41 .
9,9911*04 I.41K41 .
5.01**01 1.12*41 .
(91X41 I.957E40 .
7.91**01 7.13*40 .
I.00K49 3,*74E40 ,
1.25*45 4.51*40 .
1.39X49 9.99*40 .
I.995E45 2.M7E40 .
2.3I2E49 2,29*40 ,
9.I*2E*05 1.03*40 .
9.(011*09 1.47X40 .
3.0I2E45 1.19*40 .
(.9IK49 9.77*41 .
7.91*45 0.IO1E41 .
I.WK*W (.09*41 .
1.25*4* S.900E-O1 .
1.903E*W 9.21X41 .
1.WK4* 4.72*41 .
Z.9I2E*W 1.J9K41 .
3.IUE4* 4.M2E41 .
3,991149 3,94*41 .
5.01*4* 3.12*41 .
*.3I0EW 9.90*41 .
7.91*4* 3.09*41 .
I.WK47 2,77*41 .
1,900*40 1,000*41 1,000*42 1.000*49
bbbbbbb n/ar/an* PSploc 4.04 - July, 19W 20i02i24 '
TITLE MIH V ttt
bbbb RC RHHLVSIS TETTETITTWE 27,000 DEO C
||III"IIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
f*0 WW
()- -1 .000*42 0,900*40 I.DWK4Z 2.000*42 9.000X42
1.WK41
1.25*41
1,59*41
1.99*41
2.91S41
J.1*2141
9.W1E41
5.01X41
1.31*41
7.91X41
1.0WE4Z
1.25X42
1.59X42
I.WX42
2.S12E42
3.14X42
3.WIE42
3.01X42
(.91*42
7.(4X42
1.00*49
1 .25X43
1.50X49
I.99S43
2.31X43
3.I*X43
3.WIE49
5.01X43
(,31*43
7.91X43
1.90X44
1.25X41
1.59X41
1.99*41
2.51X41
3.l*X*ti
9.W1E41
5.01X41
(.91X44
7.91X41
1.00X43
1.25X45
1,59X45
1.99X45
2.31S45
3.I*X45
J.W1E45
S.0IX4S
(.31*45
7.91X43
1.(0*4*
1.25X4*
1,59X4*
1.99X4*
2.SIX4*
3.l*X4t
2.W1E4*
5.01X4*
1,31*40
7.91X4*
1,00X47
1.79*42 .
1.79**02 .
1.79*42 .
1.79*42 .
1.79*42 .
1.79X42 .
1.79*42 .
1.79*42 .
1.79*42 .
1.79**02 .
1.79*42 .
1.70*42 .
1.70*42 .
1.70*42 .
1.77*42 .
I.7ME42 .
I.TME42 .
1.7511*02 .
1,79**02
1.72**02 .
1.70**02 .
1.47*42 .
I,*4K42 .
1.41X42 .
1.5SX42 .
1.51*42 .
I.457E4Z .
1.39X42 .
1.927E42 .
1.261142 .
1.20*42 .
1.14X42 .
1.09*42 .
1.95X42 .
1.02*42 .
9.90*41 .
*.*5K41 .
9.44IE4I .
9,24*41 .
9.0*X4I .
0.ROX41 .
0.69*41 .
0.49X41 .
1.26X41 .
0.00X41 .
7.MK41 .
7.91X41 .
t.R*X4l .
.32X41
5.69X41
4.97X41
4.17*41
9.90X41
2.40X41
I.491E41
5.(0X40
-3.00*40
-1.30*41
Z.Z7X41
-3.26*41
-4.20*41
TOTRL JWTIK 15.07
11/07/90 88bbbb n,,,, V04 - Jvly, 19W 20il9i51 **
HTU (IHUS0I0
aa CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIOH
.uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
(PER LOW DIFFEHERTIK WIR RHD FHEDKMCV HESPOHCE
FW I SIHUSOIML IHPVT HWEF0N1
1MWIST0M ME DMIH MX SOURCE SUSTMTE
i
,1110*1 9PHHP 12 3 19
DIFFEREHTIRL Rm
|| I * 7 7 HDEU L-IOU H-IW
R2 9 4 7 7 HDEV L-IW H-IW
tt 1 1 I I POEU L-IW U-20U
M 9 t I I POEV L-IW M-20U
16 7 I 2 i HDEV L-IW U-30U
(OTPVT STR*
M 1 5 9 1 POEU L-IW U-1SU
IT 9 0 2 2 HXV L-IW H-9W
ML1ME 9IRS
11 10 19 1 I POEV L-40U R-12V
m n it io to rev l-4W u-i2u
III ( I II II POEU L-4W U-12U
111 1 1 2 3 HKU L-IW U-30U
<
B3HP 5 9 200PF
MS 3 X K 0.W797O44
.EWS
B
? pera SUPPLIES
I
MIIKI
VH290C4
IHPVT SIIHRLS
I
im 9 0 DC 0 RC 0
niK* 4 0 SIH(0 t.MI IK)
KI 1 2 9 1 9 OPHHP
?
.SflllllS LIHPTS4DW ITLI-90W PIVTX-1E-13
>.K Vim -K-3 K-3 O.OWS
.PLOT DC V(9) (4,0)
.1MH SK-i -3
.PUT TRW V(9) Vd)
.IIOTH 0U14O
4
HOWLS
.WJEl HXV HHW LEUEL-2 L04.4U T0X-5DK-10 R5W-1E*]* UJO-1 .0
?WtkVl .35* PHI-I.i W4W DEKM.O HCRIT-I .DE* BTR*J. _ ,
*IW-I.24W 0HRf-IE*3 KJ4.07V LWW^-'HWS'f^JLJS^'lfii^flnt-*
BS4.0 TPS-I.I RSH-22 CM0-35K-I2 CM0-2OK-12 CM0-35K-I2 O30K4
W4.3 CJ5N-90K-12 RJSH4.9
4
I
DJKL POEV PMS LEVEL-2 LD4.5U TOH-50K-10 RSUD-I0.**I5 VTO-I.I
?SWDH.OTSUTO PHI4.6 W-WO KXP4.0 VWI1-I.** ""* , _ ,
0ELTRV1 93031 UHRK-IE4 XJ-I.OV UnH0n4.02 HFS-I.S*II KTF-I.OOX-2
WW.OTPO-I.O HSX-93 C9SV99X-12 C0D0-39X-I2 CODO-2UX-12 C^19*4
HU4.S CJSU-40K-12 HJ3H4.25
,00
aa* 1I/-JT/90 bbbbbbb rific* 4.04 - July, 19W 20il9l54
TITLE SIRV50I0
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIHMIIIIM nM8MMMMMI*MMMMMM
HDEV rev
NROS rxos
LEVEL Z 2
TP -I
.
LD WD.DOWWE-W 9W.WWWC-W
VTO I -I
KP W,23030*-W 91,07029*49
(fttttt 1.3596 .079003
PHI .0 .6
UWHM . M
KH 22 W
CJ SU.OOOOOOE-O* 1H.O000OK-*
USU 3W.00009K-12 4W.WW0K-12
RJSU .3 .25
CSSO 3W.000WK-1Z 3W,0O00OX-12
COW 350.00000K-I2 3M.0O00OK-I2
CWO ZW.ODD0WE-1Z ZW.OWOOK-IZ
XSW 10.00000**15 10.00000**15
WS 0 0
XS 2W.WO0OK40 19.0*00*40
TW W,DW0D*49 Wi0D000*49
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